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1. FOCUSANDSCOPE

Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) has been utilized as a technique for

elemental identification and trace analysis at the surface of solids for many

years. 1 Indeed. AES has become a widely available and almost indispensable

technique for determining surface cleanliness. surface coverage, and sputter

depth profiles. AES has also been recognized as a source of chemical

information. Usually this is in the form of spectral "finger prints" to identify the

chemical nature of various atoms. This has become so common that many surface

chemists can recognize on sight the C KVV derivative Auger spectra (i.e.

dN(E)/dE, where N(E) is the Auger intensity at electron kinetic energy. E) for

graphite. metal carbides or diamond, 2,3 or the Si L2 3 VV Auger spectra for Si.

SiO x . or metal silicides. 4 Another source of chemical information is from the

Auger chemical shifts.5 ,67,8. 9 .1 0 1 1 1 2

AES has however the potential to provide much more information, namely.

detailed electronic structure information, such as orbital hybridization, electron

delocalization and correlation, screening effects, charge transfer. bonding. and

covalency. Such information can be obtained from-a thorough understanding of

the factors contributing to the Auger spectral line shape. and a quantitative

interpretation of the line shape. AES'has not realized its full potential because

these are formidable tasks, but significant progress has been made in recent years.

Our focus is to critically evaluate the suitability of Auger spectral line

shape analysis as a source of electronic structure information. This significantly

narrows the scope of this review. The nature-of this article is not to-review the

extensive literature on Auger spectroscopy. That is a task much too big to do

adequately here. Three whole bookson Auger spectroscopy have recently

appeared which trace the development of AES and summarize the proceedings of
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a recent international conference on AES. 1 3 , 1 4 ,1 5 A number of review articles

on AES have also appeared over the last 10 years, making a literature review

unnecessary and unwise. 1 6 ,17.18.19.20,21,22.23,24,25,26.27.28.29 ,30.31

Further. we do not intend to examine more qualitative techniques for gaining

chemical information, such as Auger chemical shifts or fingerprinting, nor do we

examine the area known as "quantitative" AES, which deals with the absolute

intensity of the Auger signal and provides for elemental analysis of

surfaces. 32 "33 "3 4 Thus we are concerned primarily with spectral line shape or

protile in the N(E) mode. not the absolute intensity, nor even the-absolute energy.

although the iatter-is often considered as part of the line shape.

I am writing this review with two aims in mind. First, it is written for the

novice-or beginner who wants a quick primer in Auger spectroscopy. Thus it is

written from an intuitive point-of view. The number of equations is kept to a

minimum. Second. in this review I hope to survey the recent work, say within the

last 10 years. and offer suggestions where Auger line shape analysis is headed in

the future, both experimentally and theoretically.

in the section on the "Past". the-foundations of Auger line shape analysis

are described. To obtain chemical or electronic structure information from AES

requires two major efforts:-first one must extract a true Auger line shape, At(E)

(in the N(E) mode rather than in the dN(E)/dE mode), from the raw Auger

spectrum, and second, one must derive a theoretical framework for semi-

quantitative interpretation of that line shape. We summarize current methods for

extracting the line shape, examine basic concepts for understanding the line

shape, and-summarize a-theoreticat-framework-for-extracting electronic structure

from the line shape.

In the section describing the "Present", we review a wide range of recent

applications, each witha view toward understanding and appreciating phenomena
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important for interpreting the line shape in that system. The line shapes most

heavily studied over the years include those of the low Z metals (e.g. Be. Li, Na.

Mg. and Al), those of C and Si, and of various other metals and their oxides and

halides. We shall emphasize these elements. We examine spectra for gas phase

molecules, adsorbed molecules, and solids (metals, semiconductors. and

insulators).

In the section on the "Future", we examine new directions, and attempt to

encourage work in areas which I feel have promise for providing interesting and

enlightening new results.

i. THE PAST - PROVIDING THE FOUNDATION

A. Extracting the Line Shape

The difficulty with obtaining a quantitative ALIger line shape is well known.

particularly with electron beam excitation. 3 5 It exists because the relatively

small Auger signal sits on top of a large backgrcund. consisting of the

backscattered (redistributed primaries) and secondary electrons arising from the

electron beam which initiated the Auger decay. In addition, the Auger signal

itself is distorted due to the inelastic losses which the Auger electrons suffer on

their-way out of the solid.

1. Removing the background

Several techniques exists for removing the large background. These can be

itemized as follows.

A. Recording the Derivative Signal

The most common technique in practice. especially in the early years of

usingAES for surface-analysis. is to record the-derivative. -dNE)/dE = N'(E).

spectrum. Since the background is normally slowly varying with energy relative to

the Auger signal, N'(E) suppresses the background and emphasizes the Auger

signal. Although N'(E) isvery useful for spectral "finger printing" as discussed
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above, a quantitative removal of the background from N'(E) is difficult. It is

generally more problematic to quantitatively remove the background from N'(E)

than from N(E).R a mext

b2. Numerical Removal from N(E)

The most helpful technique for removal of the background from N(E) is to

utilize some analytical expression to approximate the background function, and

numerically remove the background by fitting this expression to the upper and

lower energy wings of the Auger signal.Ramext At energies above 200 eV. often a

simple linear background is sufficient. Below 200 eV, the Sickafus function.

A .:(E+W) "m has been found to be a reasonably good approximation to the

secor. iary spectral distribution. where c is the work function of the-sample

material. 3 6 Recently. some theoretical justification for this power law behavior

has been obtained. 37 The coefficient, A, appears to be related to the number

density of valence band electrons. The exponent, m, is seen to depend upon the

balance between the elastic scattering strength and the energy dependence of the

inelastic mean free path. The exponent m is found to be around 0.8 - 1.0 for a

large number of metallic elements, with only a slight dependence on Auger peak

energy. 3 8 Ramaker et al.have previously used a variation of the Sickafus

function for the secondaries, and a Bethe function for the redistributed

primaries.Ramext

Figure 1 illustrates the extraction of the S L2 3 VVline shape from a

powdered sample of Li2 SO4 pressed onto an In substrate. This case truly tests the

capability to extract the line shape because the Auger electrons around 1 00- 150

eV lie in the region-where the redistributed-primary and-secondary electrons

contribute about equally to the background. To account for this, the analytical

expression

B(E) = A E/[(E +Eo)(E+ )m] + Bln(Eth)/Ethn + C. ()
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was utilized where Eth -(E-E)/Ep. The terms -primarv and secondary refer to

the source of the electron (i.e. primaries originate from the initial excitation

beam, secondaries originate-from the solid). Of course the indistinguishability of

the electrons precludes this distinction; nevertheless. this terminology is often

used in the literature.

The first term in eq. 1. the secondary contribution, is essentially the

Sickafus expression (E+cp)-m multiplied by an escape factor E/(E+ EO). where cp

and Eo are the work function and the escape -probability parameter respectively

(here Eo0  0.35). In the second term, the redistributed primary function. Ep and

Eb are the primary electron beam energy and the binding energy of the iargest

loss contribution just above the Auger energy. The exponents m and n are

nonlinearparameters found to range experimentally from 1.5-3.0 and 0.8-1.5

respectively (their theoretical values are 1.5-2 and 2 respectivelyRamext). The

linear coefficients A. B. C are obtained from a least squares fit of eq. I to the high

energy wing of the N(E) spectrum and some estimate of the low energy wing as

pictured in Fig. la. The actual low energy wing can not be used since as Fig. lb

shows. the distorted (experimental) Auger line shape tails off slowly to lower

energy.

Experimental Techniques

Conventional electron-excited AES-not only creates-a large background of

backscattered and secondary electrons, the intense primary beam can cause

sample damage. sample charging problems in insulators, and desorption of

adsorbed layers. X-ray induced AES (XAES)-has become far more popular in

recent years, because it utilizes much lower beam fluxes reducing sample charging

and damage, and the magnitude of the background signal. fuggle

Two new experimental approaches almost completely eliminate the
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background. In one method, low energy positrons are used to remove core

electrons by matter-antimatter annihilation, which then allows the core excitation

to relax via the Auger process. 3 9 Positron induced AES (PAES) essentially

removes all problems with background removal, since the low energy ( < 10 eV)

positrons do not produce any secondary electrons above 10 eV. The second

method. the technique of Auger photoelectron coincidence spectroscopy

(APECS) utilizes the simultaneous detection of a core photoelectron and an

associated Auger electron to eliminate the background. The background is

eliminated because only those electrons originating from the same excitation

event are counted in the spectrum. Although originally proposed over 10 years

ago-by Haak et al. 40. the increasing availability of synchrotron sources makes this

technique much more feasible today, 41 .4 2 Since the latter two techniques will be

more important in the future. these two techniques will be discussed further in the

section on new directions. Sec. IV.B.

?. Removal of Distortion due to Energy Loss

Removal of the distortion effects due to electron energy loss of the Auger

electrons as they escape from the solid is accomplished by deconvolution with a

backscattered spectrum, L(E). with primary energy at or near the principal Auger

energy as shown in Fig. lb.4 3 Mathematically this can be written

A(E) = fAt(,e)L(E-E )d,-. (2)

where A and At are the "experimental" and "true" Auger line shapes. In practice

At(E) is obtained by an iterative deconvolution procedure due to Van Cittert 4 4 .

modifications of this approach.4 5 or by-some filtered Fourier transform

approach 4 6 .47 . The deconvolution also removes experimental resolution effects

of the analyzer since the elastic peak of L(E) has been broadened by this same

amount. The relative intensities of the-loss and elastic contributions to L(E) must

be weighted differently to account for the different geometrical relationships of
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the Auger and backscattered electrons; i.e. the internally created Auger electrons

traverse the solid escape region once. the backscattered electrons twice. In

practice this is accomplished Madden by weighting the loss contributions such

that A(E) has zero intensity at the low energy wing of the spectrum as shown in

Fig. Ic. Several papers on background and inelastic loss removal have been

published recently.co n tin i , 48. 4 9 , 50.51

The extraction of the Auger line shape from the experimental data is

unfortunately not a straightforward and simple procedure. Often greater

differences exist between A(E) obtained by different authors, than existed

between the original N'(E) or N(E) data, indicating that different choices for the

background or deconvolution procedure introduce the wide variations, rather

than the recording of the experimental data or preparation of the sample.Ramext

Fig. ic shows two final results obtained from-two different background estimates

and gives some estimate of the uncertainties-involved. We cannot overemphasize

the importance of recording the Auger spectrum over a sufficiently wide energy

range and then forcing the low energy wing of A(E) to be zero and flat-over a 20 to

50 eV energy range. such as in Fig. Ic. Although this is not always trivial to

accomplish, it can be obtained by taking several iterations on the background

estimate. This is the only way of assuring that one is obtaining a reasonable resuit

for A(E).Ramext

B. Basic Concepts

_1. The Basic Energy Expression

Before providing a general theoretical-framework for quantitatively

interpreting Auger line shapes. we discuss some basic concepts.

The Auger electron has a kinetic energy. Ekvv. equal to the difference

between the initial core hole state. Ec. and the final two-hole state. Ev + Ev , +

Uvv'. thus. 5 2
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Ekvv = Ec - Ev - Ev , - Uvv.. (3)

In eq. 3. the E's are the corresponding binding energies relative to the Fermi or

vacuum level. [It makes no-difference as long as all binding energies and the

kinetic energy is defined relative to the same reference. Often Ekvv is measured

relative to the vacuum level of the spectrometer and the E's relative to the Fermi

level. in which case the work function of the spectrometer, c = 5 eV, must be

subtracted from the right hand side of eq. 3. Unfortunately, in the literature it is

often not made clear what the reference is for Ekvv. ] Uvv isthe hole-hole

repulsion energy h'etween the final-state holes. Uvv can also be referred to as the

difference between the first and second ionization potentials.

2. The Nature of the DOS Sampled

A basic concept-in AES concerns the nature of the density of states

(DOS) retlected in the line shape and the localization of the final state holes. Fig.

2 helps illustrate some of these concepts for several gas phase hydrocarbons. 5 3

The sensitivity of AES to local hybridization (sp 3 . sp 2 , sp) is clearly demonstrated

by the CH 4 , C2 H4, and C2 H2 -line shapes. Recently avery simple 4-level model

was used to qualitatively show that the changes reflect the different.energy

splitting of the 2p orbitals (i.e. the 2p orbitals split into 1, 3, or 2 ditferent 2p

energy levels, respectively) under the different local symmetries or

hybridizations. 5 4 The insensitivity to substituent effects is demonstrated-by the

CH 4. CH 3OH. and (CH 3 )2 0 (all sp3 ) line shapes. The normal alkanes show a

broadened sp3 line shape. The cyclic alkanes show a progression from the sp2 to

the-sp 3 line shape as the bond-angle strain decreases. These trends indicate that

AES samples a site specific DOS. i.e. the DOS specific to that atom with the initial

core hole.
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Fig. 2 also shows that the principal peak energy for the alkanes is

unchanged in spite of the increasing size of the molecule;. This suggests that the

final-state holes are-not completely delocalized about the molecule in these

systems, otherwise Uvv, should decrease as the molecule size increases and

increase the kinetic energy.Ryealk However, if the holes were completely

localized on the methyl group having the initial core hole, we would expect the

line shapes to be essentially the same for all alkanes. which clearly is not the case

either-(e.g. the CH 4 and C3H 8 line shapes are very different in Fig. 2). The holes

are apparently delocalized over just a few methyl groups, hence the similarity in

the CnH2n+2 line shapes for n ;- 3 (see Sec. III.C below).

A self-fold of the appropriate one-electron density of states (DOS). p(E).

p *p(E)= f p(E-e)p(e)d, (4)

is known to represent a first approximation to the line shape.5 5 Hence. almost ali

line-shape analyses start with a determination of the one-electron DOS. Very

often-an empirical procedure is used to obtain the DOS. Photoelectron

spectroscopy (x-ray or ultraviolet. XPS or UPS) is often used independently.

Others use a combination of x-ray emission (XES) and XPS. along with theoretical

caiculations. 5 6 Fig. 3-illustrates a procedure for obtaining the DOS for

cyclohexane. The dipole selection rule in-the K, x-ray emission process means

that the XES spectrum 5 7 reflects the p DOS. The Final State Rule (to be

discussed later) also indicates that XES reflects the DOS in the final state (i.e. in

the-absence ot-the core hole) and not those of the initial state (i.e.. in the presence

of acore hole). 5 8 The Mg K. XPS spectrum 5 9 in Fig. 3 reflects primarily
-thesDOSwitha small component-of the p DOS (actually s + t 1/ L4p). 6 0 This

small p component can easily be removed-from the XPS spectrum to obtain the s

DOS. The XES and XPS spectra are normalized to give the well-known sp3

electron-configuration-for all alkanes.
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Many of the molecular orbitals (MO's) in the alkanes have primarily either

carbon-carbon (C-C) or carbon-hydrogen (C-H) bonding character. 6 1 In the

Auger spectrum. it has been shown previously 62 that final states involving these

different MO's have different hole-hole repulsions. Therefore, the p DOS must

be separated into the PCC and PCH components. This can be accomplished by

identifying each MO as having either C-C and C-H character upon examining the

orbital structure as reported by Jorgensen and Salem.Salem Four such structures

are shown in Fig. 3a. showing for example that the 2 alg MO has primarily s

character. the 2 eg has some s and PCH character, and the 3 eg and la2g MO's have

PCH and PCC characters, respectively. Using the appropriate identification for

each MO. the relative intensities obtained from a GAUSSIAN 82 calculation 6 3

shown in Fig. 3. and the widths from the semi-empirical DOS. the s. PCC. and PCH

components can be obtained.

The Importance of Widths

Several arguments can-be given for utilizing semi-empirically derived DOS.

even for simple moiecuies.Ramhy d c First, most one-electron theoreticai

calculations do not include electron correlation effects and therefore do not give-

sufficiently accurate binding energies. Second, the semi-empirical DOS include

approximate widths for each orbital feature. Assuming the XES and XPS spectra

utilized to obtain the DOS were measured at sufficiently high resolution. these

widths primarily reflect broadening due to the vibrational state manifold of the

final state which project onto the core initial state in XES, or the ground state in

PES. The DOS self-fold. p *p(E)then has twice the vibrational broadening
consistent with the Auger two-hole final state.

Fig. 4 illustrates why the vibrational widths in the Auger profile are

expected to be larger than for photoemissionm6 4 Since the equilibriam bond

length shift, I Q2-0 • is-expected to be larger than I Q 1-O as shown in Fig.
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4, the energy widths are expected to be larger because of the steeper two-hole

potential curve near the Franck-Condon region. However. Matthew has

determined that if the core lifetime is much less than a vibrational period, and if

the electron-phonon coupling and linear dielectric response are linear, then the

widths for photoemission and Auger processes are comparable for the case of

localized holes in ionic crystals.Matthe w On the other hand. for rare gases

physisorbed on metal surfaces, the Auger width (FWHM) will be about 3 times

greater than the PES-width. Other accurate calculations for the 02 molecule

indicate that the Auger width is about a factor of 2 greater than the PES width

(i.e. that a PES self-fold is a reasonable approximation to the Auger widths). 6 5

Thus the self-fold of PES or XES data may not-accurately reproduce the Auger

widths, but it appears to be a good first approximation to them. at least for

molecules when vibrational broadening dominates.

Cini and Andrea have-determined that in highly electron correlated solids.

the broadening is dominated by two-hole resonant hopping. and that phonon

broadening is very small in this case. 6 6 In general it appears that core-hole

lifetime broadening is not important. However. there are special cases where the

core lifetime can be so short that not only does it introduce broadening consistent

with the Heisenberg uncertainty principle, but-severe distortions to the line

shape. In these rare cases the Auger process cannot be considered as an isolated

event occurring after the core-hole excitation, but must be considered in tandem

with the initial excitation. 6 7 These effects often appear as plasma gain satellites

resulting from incomplete relaxation of the core-hole prior to the Auger

decay.6 8 ' 6 9 If the coupling-between the plasmon-field and the valence atomic

orbital is large compared to the level width. severe distortions may also occur as a

result of plasmon interaction in the final state. 7 0
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It is important to include the vibrational widths of the various orbital states

for a quantitative interpretation of experimental spectra, at least for molecules.

Often sophisticated techniques are utilized to obtain the one-electron DOS.

without considering the vibrational widths. After calculating the energies and

intensities by theory. a bar diagram (i.e. zero widths) is then compared with the

experimental data. Sometimes a constant broadening of all lines is utilized.

Using these procedures, the presence of satellites sometimes has not even been

recognized. particularly when the normal kvv line shape accounts for all of the

major features.

Fig. 5 gives an example of this problem for ethane. The bars indicate the

intensities and energies obtained from a Hartree-Fock, self-consistent-field.

configuration interaction (HF-SCF-CI) calculation. Clearly most of the features

in the experimental spectrum appear to have a bar under them. suggesting that the

kv line shape can account for the entire experimental spectrum. The curve

labelled 'THY" was obtained by broadening each bar with a Gaussian of constant

width. chosen to provide optimal agreement with the experimental curve (this is

not a good approximation because in general the s features are much broader than

the p features: e.g. see Fig. 3). Again. it appears that the kvv line shape can

account for the entire experimental spectrum; however, now some of the features

in the THY curve appear to have been "broadened out" (e.g. the features at 258

and 244 eV no longer appear). In Sec. III.C below (Fig. 18), the feature at 258 is

identified as arising from a satellite process. The feature at 244 eV apparently

arises from the main kvv line shape. but it is broadened out of the theory because

the "optimnl" width is now too large. This-occurs-because of the attempt to-account

for the entire spectrum by including just the kvv component, when in actuality

large satellite components are also present (see Sec. Ill.C).
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4. The Importance of Satellites

The presence of satellite contributions in the Auger spectra of molecules

and free atoms has been known for some time. but their importance has been

recognized only relatively recently.71.72.73.74,75,Ramhydc To illustrate the

importance of such satellites, consider Fig. 6, which compares the DOS self-folds

with the experimental Auger line shapes. The Auger line shapes in Fig. 6 for the

gas phase hydrocarbons are the raw dataRyealk: those for the solids are obtained

from the data76.yealk after background subtraction and deconvolution

utilizing the procedures described above (i.e. via numerical background removal

from N(E)). Fig. 6 reveals several important points. First, note that the

experimental line shape for the gas phase molecules is shifted by about 6- i0 eV to

higher two-electron binding energy (or lower Auger kinetic energy). The binding

energy scale is determined by subtracting the Auger kinetic energy from the C K

binding energy (i.e. Eb, = -(Ec - Ekvv)I. This shift of the experimental line shape

to higher binding energy is due to final state hole-hole repulsion. since the two

holes cannot completely delocalize. No shift is seen for the solids, since in this

case the holes can completely delocalize. However. hole-hole correlation effects

are seen in all of the experimental line shapes. as indicated by the clear

distortions from the one-electron self-fold.

The second interesting point concerns the onset or threshold of the spectra.

Although the principal peaks of the gas phas- experimental spectra are shifted to

higher binding energy, the onsets of both the experimental line shape and the

DOS self-fold for each case are essentially the same. This suggests that each of

the spectrahas-at least-some contribution which-arises from aprocess-pro()ucing a

final state with a much smaller hole-hole repulsion. Furthermore. note that each

experimental spectrum extends to much higher binding energy than does the DOS

self-fold. indicating a process producing a final state with a higher hole-hole
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repulsion. It has been shown that the processes producing these satellite

contributions are resonant excitation, initial-state shakoff, and final-state

shakeoff.Ramhydc

These satellites have been referred to as the ke-vve, ke-v, kv-vvv and k-vvv

satellites, where the notation indicates the particles in the initial and final states

before and after the hyphen.ramhydc Here, the "k" refers to the initial Is core

hole. the "e" to the resonantly excited bound electron, and v to a valence hole

created either by the "shakeoff" process or by the Auger decay. The principal

Auger process is indicated without the hyphen (kvv rather than k-vv) consistent

witn that used historically. We use kvv to indicate this principal or normal Auger

contribution to differentiate it from the total KVV experimental line shape.

In light of the above. the line shape apparently consists of the sum of

severai intensities. 1: namely.

N(E) = c l lkv(E) + c2 lke.vve(E) + c3 Ike-v(E)

+ c4 lkv-vvv(E) + c5 lk-vvv(E). (5)

The coefficients in eq. (5) are generally obtained by least squares fit to the

experimental spectra.Cinisih4.ramhydc

The process creating each component in eq. 5 is illustrated in Fig. 7. Here

the ke-vve term refers to the resonant Auger satellite. It arises when Auger decay

occurs in the presence of a localized electron, which was created by resonant

excitation into an excitonic or bound state upon creation of the core hole. The ke-

v con tribution-arises-when the resonantly excited electron participatesin the

Auger decay. The kv-vvv term is the initial-state shake Auger term arising when

Auger decay occurs in the presence of a localized valence hole. which was created

via the shakeoff process during the initial ionization. The shakeoff of a valence
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electron is an intrinsic phenomena resulting from the "sudden" change of the core

hole potential upon ionization. The k-vvv term denotes the final state shake

Auger satellite, which arises when Auger decay occurs simultaneously with

shakeoff of a valence hole. These latter two terms arise as a direct result of core

hole screening. The ke-vve and ke-v terms arise because the Auger process is

generally excited by electron excitation which allows the resonant excitation.

5. The Importance of Correlation

Another very important result is evident from Fig. 6. The chemical effects

seen in the various experimental C KVV line shapes in Fig. 6 do not arise from

one-electron effects,-but rather from many-body correlation effects. This is

apparent because the DOS self-folds are very similar to each other, in contrast to

the experimental line shapes which reveal significant differences. Thus the

differences seen between graphite and diamond result because diamond has just

the o- orbitals-with a single zU, graphite has both - and w- orbitals with different

AU's for the a-a-. a-',r. and -r-r holes. On the other hand. we will see below that

hole-hole correlation and repulsion effects are much diminished for chemisorbed

systems because of metallic screening from the substrate. In the chemisorbed

case. and only in this case. the C KVV Auger line shape reflects the DOS seif-foid

without significant distortion. For the line shapes in Fig. 2, the DOS self-folds are

simply shifted by U. the hole-hole repulsion. In this case. the molecular species

are so small that correlation effects primarily just shift the line shape to higher

two hole bonding energy, but do not dramatically distort the line shape (i.e. the

correlation effects are primarily reflected through 6 not .U in eq. 6 below).

C. Theoretical Framework

I. The Principal kvv Line Shape
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A theoretical prescription for generating the kvv term can generally be

expressed by the equationRamhydc

Ikvv(E) = B ll. [Pkll, RI R1, A(E+6 .x.5x,,zU 1.X,,"l,,)]. (6)

Some published work does not include all of the effects indicated in eq. 6. but

most interpretations can be expressed in the general form indicated here. In eq.

6. the function A is the Cini-Sawatzky function,78 ,7 9

A(E. &U. Z> *') ,Oo'(E) (7)

[I-AU I(E)12 +[& U r p'(E)] 2

wnich introduces hole-hole correlation effects, and distorts the DOS self-fold.

&U is the effective hole-hole-correlation parameter and I(E) is the Hilbert

transform.

I(E) = fp(E- )p( /(E-) de.

The Cini function, which distorts the DOS self-fold for treatment of Auger line

shapes in solids will be discussed more fully below (Secs. II.C3 and IV.E4). In

eq.(6) we have included additional arguments in A to make explicit the point that

the total theoretical kvv line shape is a sum of components, with each I1

component (e.g. the ss. sp. and pp components or more appropriately each

mutiplet 2s+ IL) having-an energy shift. 6 XX'. anda hole-hole correlation

parameter. AUA \. and with each component derived from a fold of the p and

p i" DOS (e.g. s or p) such as that defined in Fig. 3 for cyclohexane. B is a
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normalization constant and the RI's and Pkil.'s are core hole screening factors and

atomic Auger matrix elements. respectively, to be defined below.

The subscripts ,\ in eq. (6) on AU and .5 are to make explicit that these

parameters vary with the nature of the orbital combination or the different

multiplets. In general, these parameters are chosen to give optimal agreement

with experiment.Ramhydc.8o , 81,8 2 Alternatively. only the AU in the dominant

multiplet is chosen to give the best fit, with the AU's in the remaining multiplets

fixed by the relevant Slater integrals. etc. (see further discussion below in Sec.

IlI.A). It should be pointed out that in the extended solids, the S's are by

definition zero. since the delocalized holes have zero hole-hole repulsion. In

general from t to 3 AU parameters have been used depending on the material

studied and the investigator reporting the work. In the event the 6 "s and ZAU's

are all zero. the A function reduces to the self-fold of the DOS. p -p weighted by

the appropriate Auger matrix elements.

The factors R1 included in eq. (5) are to make the theory consistent with the

tlnal state rule for Auger line shapes.8 3 The final state rule indicates that 1) the

shape of the individual 11" contributions should reflect the DOS in the final state.

and 2) the intensity of each 11' contribution should reflect the electron

configuration of the initial state. For the kvv line shape. the final state has no

core hole. In general it is assumed that the DOS in the final state and ground

state are similar, so that the spectral shape of p I should reflect the ground DOS.

However. the initial state in the kvv process has a core hole. therefore the

integrated p I should reflect the electron configuration of the initial core hole

(CHS) state. The Rlfactors are defined.

R! = P CHS.i(e) /J pl( )d,-. (9)
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In most systems, the RI factors are similar so that they are generally

ignored. Effectively this ignores the "static" effects of core hole screening. The

satellites arising from shakeoff are "dynamic" core hole screening effects which

can be included separately. The latter will be discussed further in Sec. III.B. The

R1 factors are important only when one orbital momentum component dominates

the screening. This apparently occurs in many metals such as in Li and Be. and in

the L23 VV line shapes for Na. Mg. Al, and Si (see Sec. IlI.B), where the core-hole

screening is dominated by the valence s electrons as opposed to the p electrons.

However, considerable disagreement exists as to the dominant screening charge in

some systems. For example, Jennison et al. 8 4 on the basis of a semiempirical

theory argue that the core-hole screening involves mainly the s electrons in Be.

while recent calculations by Almbladh and Morales 8 5 argue that the p electrons

dominate. Recent results almbladh also indicate that the total Auger rates

calculated from wave functions perturbed by a static core hole are a factor of 2-4

larger than those calculated from ground state orbitals. Thus static core hole

screening is important for all Auger processes, but it is known to significantly

alter the Auger profile just for certain systems. An analysis of the profile can shed

some light on the nature of the core hole screening process.

L. Atomic Auger Matrix Elements

The atomic Auger matrix elements have been calculated for much of the

periodic table within a one-electron Hartree-Fock-Slater approximation by

McGuire 8 6 and Walters and Bhalla 8 7 , or in a Dirac-Hartree-Slater

approximationby Chen-and-Crasemann 8 8 ,f8 9 . A-complete review of calculated

Auger transition probabilities has been published. 90 Recently the problem of

obtaining the proper continuum orbital has been considered. 91
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McGuire's and Walters and Bhalla results for L23 VV transitions at low

atomic number are compared with experimental data in Fig. 8. The matrix

element per filled shell, Acl1, (i.e. for s2. P6. d", etc.) is plotted. Acl1. is defined

by the expressions. 9 2

AclI = [(41+2)(41+ i)1/[(41+2-n)(41+ t-n)I (Acll)act. (10)

Ac l= [(41+2)1/[(41+2-n)] (Acll')act. (,-1),

where n is the number of holes in the initial I shell and (Acll-act. is the actual

Auger matrix element or experimental intensity. Note that it is assumed the i'

shell in eq. 10 is filled. Since generally one is only interested in the relative AclI*

intensities, they have been normalized such that Acpp is 100 for all Z. The matrix

element per electron. Pcll". required in eq. 6. can be obtained from Acil . by the

simple relationship

Pci" = 1/[(41+2)(4l"+2)] Acl.. (1)

Similar results for the KVV transition with Z =6-18 and for the KL I V and

KL 23 V transitions with Z = 10-80 have been plotted elsewhere. 9 3 .9 4 . In both the

KVV and L2 3 VV data, the theoretical results of McGuire. and Walters and Bhalla

have been scaled to the experimental results of the inert gases. Scale factors

(ranging from 0.59 to2.06) significantly different from one were required. These

scalefactors reflect the magnitude of the errors in the one-electron results.

Electron correlation effects at the atomic level are clearly very important in th-

two valence hole final states (i.e. VV). The CI calculations of Chen and

Crasemann 95 -for the KLL transitions 9 6 and for the LMM transitions 9 7 ,9 8 in Figy.

8 include electron correlation, and their unscaled results agree much better with
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experiment. As one would expect. the KL 2 3 V and KL 1 V one-electron results (not

shown here) agree nicely with experiment, indicating the insignificance of

correlation effects in these core-valence final states (i.e. CV).ramsi

The atomic matrix element data reveal three very important points. ( 1) the

variation of the relative Auger matrix elements with atomic number is rather

small. (2) The variation that does exist is predicted remarkably well by scaled one-

electron results, indicating that the large correlation error is rather constant with

Z. (3) No systematic differences between atomic gas phase, molecular phase. and

solid phase experimental data exist. This is true even for the dd. pd. and pp matrix

elements of the transition metals, where electron screening in the solid is

expected to cause significant changes.

Vayrynen has suggested that the relative atomic matrix elements for solid

Mn are very different from those in the gas phase. 99 However. Vayrynen's results

are inconclusive, because of an inadequate background removal procedure in the

solid phase. Recently the effects of the solid state on the matrix elements has

been considered by Cubiotti. but the effects of charge transfer due to core-hole

screening were included into the matrix element factors so that this is not a real

comparison of matrix elements per electron. 1 00 The results in Fig. 8 and similar

ones like it. still suggest that the gas phase atomic data or the scaled one-electron

results can be utilized for the determination of Pcll' in the interpretation of Auger

line shapes for solids, provided that the individual multiplets are not resolved. If

the intensities of individual multiplets are required, the theoretical calculations

do indicate that these intensities have much larger variations with Z.

Table I gives s/-p-ratios tor the CCV and s/pp ratios for the CVV line

shapes. all obtained from the plots similar to Fig. 8. The results in Table I are

specifically for Si. but as the plots in Fig. 8 reveal, these ratios are surprisingly

constant with atomic number, except for the LIL23 VV s/p ratio which varies
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dramatically with Z.Ramsi The A's in Fable I are rates per filled shell. i.e. per

two 3s electrons and six 3p electrons. They are in fact close to the ratios of the ss,

sp. and pp intensities found experimentally for Ar, which has filled s and p shells.

The P's a-'e rates per electron. i.e. per 3s or 3 Px. etc. The P's are used in eq. 6

because the p(E) DOS have _=t been normalized to unity. The areas under the

DOS curves utilized in eq. 6 are proportional to the total number of electrons in

the s and p shells, i.e. approximately s Ip3 . Thus for Si, Pcsp/Pcpp = 0.38/3 and

Pcss/Pcpp = 0.025/9 (see eq. 11). The intensity ratios obtained from actual line

shape fits for Si are also indicated in Table I.R a msi In general. good agreement is

obtained except for the L2 3 VV case. This will be discussed more fully in Sec.

lII.B.

An important difference between molecules or covalent solids vs. metals

should be pointed out here. In the former case. the line shape reflects multiplets

(and hence the matrix elements) appropriate for the initially fiiled s and p shell.

even if these shells are not filled in the separated free-atom. As an example.

consider the C and Si systems to be discussed below. These systems, as well as

other covalent systems, reflect the (sp) n +2 configurations in the Auger line

shape. where n is the initial number of holes in the occupied molecular orbitals or

bands (e.g. n is zero for diamond, graphite, and silicon, even though a separated C

or Si atom has 4 holes in the outer p shell). Thus for these covalently bonded

materials, the appropriate Acli , in eq. I I is for the filled shells even though the

separated atoms do not have these shells filled. In contrast, the line shapes for

the transition metals apparently exhibit multiplets and hence matrix elements

arisingfrom the-unfilled-d shell, dn + 2 . where n is indeed the number of d holes in

the separated atom as suggested in eq. 10. This difference arises because in

covalent systems the filled bonding bands can apparently be treated as isolated

from the unfilled bands. In metals, of course this is not the case. since the filled
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and unfilled parts of the band must be treated together as one band. As we will

see in the next section. this has to do withthe relative size of the covalent

interaction vs. the hole-hole repulsion (i.e. V and U).

3. Correlation Effects - The Cini-Sawatzky Model

a. Localization in Elemental Solids - Metals

The Cini-Sawatzky model has been the basis for understanding correlation

effects in Auger line shapes. In elemental solids, two parameters determine the

degree of localization of the CVV (core-valence-valence) two-hole final state. If

the effective Coulomb repulsion Uvv is large compared to the band width (Uvv >

r). the line shape will be atomic-like, if r < Uvv the line shape will be band-like.

In systems where Uvv =. r, both atomic- and band-like contributions are evident

in the line shape (i.e. correlation effects are important).CiniSawatzky

The results of Cini and Sawatzky-were obtained from utilizing the Anderson

and Hubbard many-body models. The Ciniexpression was derived assuming an

initially filled single band so that it is not rigorously valid for partially filled bands

or degenerate bands (this will discussed much more fully in Sec. IV.E4

below).Ci n i Nevertheless. the Cini-Sawatzky expression. in the absence of a

better alternative, has been used for metals, alloy, and insulators, and even

molecules (i.e. systems for which the bands are not filled and which have

degenerate bands]. with apparently satisfactory results.

The Cini-Sawatzky results can be-simply understood by considering a

cluster AO-Ci (e.g. configuration interaction [CI] of atomic orbitals [AO]

approach. This can be contrasted with the more familiar LCAO-MO-CI where

molecular orbitals [MO's] are first constructed and mixed in a CI). 10 1 For the

moment consider a simple two orbital system which has two holes present

resulting from the Auger process in an initially filled state. 10 2 The holes can be

described by one-electron atomic orbitals fa 2 and fb2 with binding energy E (, =
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<fa I H I fa> where H is the proper Hamiltonian operator) giving the

Hamiltonian matrix as follows:

f a2  fb 2  L/J/2(f af b + f bfa)

fa 2  [ 2 e+Uaa 0 Hab 1
b 0 2e +Uaa ab I (12)

1//2(fafb+fbfa) Hab Hab 2e +Uab

where Uaa =<fa 2 1 r12 " l I fa 2>, Uab = <fafb I r12 " 1 I fafb > , and Hab
wa2 <fa I H f fb> (Hab = I- in the solid). Clearly if Hab < Uaa-Uab. very little

mixing occurs and the hole states fa and fb properly describe the localization of

the two holes. In this instance the Auger line shape is atomic like probing only the

two-electron eigenstate fa2 (core hole site). For example see recent result for Ca

metal. 10 3 If Hab > Uaa-Uab, the mixing of the configurations is complete and

the linear combination fat--fb properly describe the localization of the holes. As

such, the line shape is molecular-like (band-like for the solid) and gives Auger

intensities reflecting the DOS on the atom with the core-hole. If Hab Uaa-

Uab, of course intermediate mixing occurs giving both contributions.

To the novice, the Cini-Sawatzky model might seem to be counter intuitive.

First. the Auger process preferentially creates initially localized holes, because of

the atomic matrix element. The more localized, the higher the energy of the

system final state, hence the lower the kinetic energy of the Auger electron. Now

one's intuition would suggests that the more the holes ,,-e localized, the greater

the urgency for the holes to fly apart, but this is where conservation of energy

comes in. If the holes are to fly apart, the potential energy of the Coulomb

repulsion must be converted to kinetic energy of the holes. And if U > > V. it is

not possible for the holes to gain this kinetic energy. so they are "stuck" in this
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uncomfortable position. Of course if the holes are "stuck", the atoms themselves

can move, but this occurs on a much slower time scale. Thus the Auger profile

reflects a localized final state, but ultimately the atom might "Coulomb explode"

or dissociate. This is the essence of the Auger induced desorption or Knotek-

Feibelman mechanism that is the basis of much electron or photon stimulated

desorption work. 1 0 4 , 1 0 5

As an illustration of these correlation effects, Fig. 9 compares the

bandwidth rnd with Undnd for the metals with electron configuration d6 s2 to

d 10s 2 p2 . For all three rows of this series the plots of r and U cross in the region

ds 2 and d 10s. The Auger line-shapes of these "transitional" metals are given in

Fig. 10 and are compared with a fold of the DOS, N *N, and in some instances-,he

calculated atomic-like Auger line shape. The line shape for Cu and Ag-are clearly

atomic-like. The line shape for Au appears to be band-like although shifted down

in energy by 5 eV. The Ni and Pd line shapes show atomic-like and band-like

contributions separated by 3 to 4 eV, and with some multiplet structure still

evident. These line shapes illustrate the rather smooth transition from atomic to

band-like character.

The short screening length in metals causes the inter-atomic hole-hole

repulsion. Uab, to be negligible so that AU = Uaa. The magnitudeof Uaa is

determined by the Coulomb Slater integrals F0 (nd,nd), F2 (nd,nd), and F3 (nd,nd)

and-the spin-orbit coupling ! nd' The spin-orbitcoupling constant is determined

by the atomic potential deep inside the atom and is not changed by metallic

screening. On the other hand, the value of F0 , generally the largest term, is

greatly reduced from its value in the free atom by metallic screening. The non-

symmetrical terms, the F2 and F4 Slater integrals responsible for the multiplet

splittings, are reduced-by at most 20% from the free atom values, particularly for

those elements with tightly bound d bands and large correlation energies. i.e.
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those elements to the right in Fig. 9.106 In the transition region. such as for Pd

and several alloys of Pd. the final-state splittings are reduced more significantly

(:34%) from the free Pd atom values.1 0 7 The splittings do not seem to depend

on the nature of the metallic host, indicating that the reduction is a consequence

of the metallic state in general and not significantly dependent on the DOS at the

Fermi level or the nd band width, for example.1 0 8 In contrast, in alloys involving

Mn (e.g. the semi-magnetic alloy Cd lixMnxTe), a metal much further to the left of

the transition region in Fig. 9, all multiplet splitting effects apparently are

absent. 10 9 Thus, the magnitudes of the higher order F n terms decrease

significantly only after F0 has been reduced to 3 eV or less. This explains how

multiplet structure can still be evident evenafter U appears to be nearly

negligible.

.b. Localization in Multi-element Covalent Systems

Dunlap et al. have generalized these concepts to multi-element covalent

systems by providing criteria for assessing the nature of localization in covalent

systems where intermediate levels of localization can occur.dunlap In these

systems the localization can occur onto atomic, bond, group. or extended band

orbitals (AO.BO,GO, or EBO) such as those schematically illustrated for LiNO 3

in Fig. 11. These criteria for localization can be summarized as follows:

AO: V < AUxx,

BO: V > AU, -Y < AUbb. (13)

GO: -Y > /Ubb r < AUgg,

EBO: r > &Ugg.

Here V is the covalent interaction between-nearest neighbor AO's and can be

estimated from the bonding-antibonding orbital energy separation. -y is the
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covalent interaction between nearest neighbor BO's and can be estimated from

the s and p atomic orbital energy separation. r' is the covalent interaction

between neighboring GO's: for example, the GO's are the planer arrangement of

three N-O BO's about a single N atom. In metals, the extended band width is

determined primarily by V, but more commonly the symbol r is used to refer to

the extended bandwidth. Consistent with this, r is used in the previous section to

refer to the bandwidths in metals. Uxx, Ubb, and Ugg are the effective Coulomb

interactions between holes localized on a single AO, BO, or GO, respectively, and

are schematically defined in Fig. 11.

To intuitively understand this intermediate level localization phenomena.

consider diamond. It is well known that the best starting point for considering the

occupied- DOS in diamond is to consider a linear combination of bond orbitals.

since the bonding and antibonding c- bands are so far removed in energy from one

another (they are separated by a large band gap). Thus, we can say at the outset

that AUxx < V (the AO-AO interaction parameter), and we will not have atomic

localization such as that seen in the metals discussed above. What about BO

localization? The one-electron DOS for diamond has the s and p dominated

peaks separated by more than 10 eV. 1 10 These s and p DOS arise from the

clustering of four bond orbitals about each C atom having s and p symmetry

(actually a1 and t2 symmetry in the point group for tetrahedral symmetry. Td). If

the s and p bands can be treated as separate bands, i.e. AUbb < -v (the BO-BO

covalent interaction parameter). then we do-not have BO localization. This leaves

us with GO localization, which is proposed for diamond. Stated in another way:

when the 2s+ 1 -multiplet contribitions-arisingfrom the GO's are resolved

sufficiently so that separate features are visible, we can speak of BO localization.

since these separate features then correspond to configurations of holes on the

same or different BO's. When the multiplets are not sufficiently resolved we
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speak of GO localization.

We can generalize this picture for the hydrocarbons. Examination of the

wavefu. tions for most hydrocarbons. such as those pictured in Fig. 3 for

cyclohexane. show that the MO's can best be considered as linear combinations of

CH n GO's.Salem It follows that for most of the C based systems. GO localization

is the best qualitative picture for characterizing the localization.

Further analysis of the Auger profiles and bonding in covalent systems

indicates that a correlation exists between the ionic bonding character and the

nature of the localization. As the bond orbitals polarize from say atom N to 0 in

an NO3 type cluster in Fig. 11, Ubb increases, and -y decreases. The increase of

Ubb relative to -Y raises the extent of BO localization. We conclude that

increasing BO ionicity increases the character of the localization from GO to BO.

Thus the more ionic BeO, 1 11 BN. and B2 0 3
11 2 solids can best be characterized

as exhibiting BO localization. The silicon tetrahalide molecules. SiX 4 , exhibit BO

localization, consistent with the large Si-X electronegativity difference. in

contrast with CF 4, which does not, consistent with the smaller electronegativitv

difference here.1 1 3 The oxyanions N03".114 P0 4
3 ", and S0-4 . regardless of

cation, exhibit GO localization.Dunlap In this latter case. it is expected that the

holes can not get off of the oxyanions where they were created by the X L23 VV

process, so that GO localization is a fait accompli. The Si L23.VV profile for SiO 2

exhibits structure similar to that for the SiX 4 molecules, so that it also appears to

exhibit some BO-localization character.Ramcorr

i. THE PRESENT - RECENT APPLICATIONS

We see that many different phenomena can occur which affect the Auger

line shape. These include localization. shakeoff. charge transfer. polarization.

etc. By undefstanding these phenomena we obtain the interesting electronic
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structure information which motivates the interpretation of the Auger line shape.

Below we shall examine a wide range of applications, each with a view toward

elucidating the fundamental physical phenomena in that system.

A. Metals and Alloys

1. CCV Line Shapes

Core-core-valence (CCV) line shapes have been shown to exhibit large

core-hole screening effects, consistent with the presence of a final-state core hole.

This follows from the final state rule (see Sec. II.CI above), which indicates that

the line shape should reflect the DOS in the presence of the core-hole. These

effects are very pronounced, and have been studied very extensively in metals.

alloys, and also in Si. Some of the early work involved the LIL 23 V line shape in
Si, 115 and the KL 23 V line shape in Na. 1 1 6 More recent work involves the KL 1V

ana KL23 V line shapes in metals (NavonBarth. Mg, A11 1 7 . Mg 1 1 8 ), metal alloys

(Alhi 1 1 9 . Mg with Ni. Cu. Zn. Pd. Ag. or Al1 2 °,1 2 1, 2 2 ), and St.Ramsi Finally

several studies on the M I M2 3 V and M2 3 M45 V line shapes in GaAs 1 2 3 .1 2 4 -1 2 5 .

Ge 1 26 . GeS and GeSe 1 2 7 have been reported. These investigations have been

very nelpfui in determining the fundamental properties of the materials under

study. For example. the studies on the Mg/metal alloys listed above revealed the

strong hybridization of the Mg s and p orbitals with the other metal d

orbitalsg a  . . The studies on GaAs upon exposure to 0 and CO indicated very

clearly the relative reactivity of tile surface Ga and As atoms.Lagally But all of

these studies revealed large core-hole screening effects which needed to be

understood before detailed interpretations of the line shapes could be carried

out.

Perhaps most illustrative of the effects of the core-hole on the valence band

DOS in metals is the data of Hannah et al. in Fig. 12, which compares the KL1 V

and KL23 V line shapes for Mg. Al. and two alloys.Hannah These data can best be
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understood in terms of AZ. the effective charge on the core of the local atom

compared with the average of its neighbors. To understand this data. we also use

the results in Table I which indicates the relative weighting of the s to p DOS in

these Auger line shapes. Qualitatively, the KL23 V line shape reflects primarily p

DOS. the KLIV reflects about equal s and p. Thus the difference between the

two. indicated by the shaded areas in Fig. 12 qualitatively reflects the s DOS.

Based on this analysis, the p DOS peaks around 2 eV for AZ = 0 or 1. but at 4 eV

when AZ = 2. This appears to be a general trend in the systems studied: i.e. the p

DOS is not strongly altered by the presence of a single core-hole, but apparently it

is ultimately strongly affected by two core-holes. On the other hand the s DOS is

strongly distorted by a single hole. as revealed by a comparison of the s DOS in Mg

and AI 8 5Mg 15 in Fig. 12 (the s DOS peak is shifted from 4 to 6 eV-). A second

core-hole pushes the s DOS further to higher binding energy. so that it peaks

around 8 eV when AZ = 2.

2. CVV Line Shapes

The Cini model for understanding hole-hole correlation effects in metals

was based originally on a filled (or nearly filled) band. Treglia et al. 128

developed the formalism for cases where the d band is not filled, but as we will

indicate in Sec. IV.E4 below, the results are similar to that for filled bands, except

that the apparent AU appears to decrease with increasing hole density. '[his can

be seen from the results in Fig. 13 which shows Ni L2 3VV Auger line shapes for

various Ni alloys. 1 2 9 Photoemission data reveals that the d band width does not

significantly change. but that the DOS shifts down with decreased DOS at the

Fermi level for Ni 20Zn 8 0 and Ni50 AI5 0. Thisodecreased density of d-holes limits

the ability for electron screening. and hence a larger AU for these systems is

expected. This is clearly evident in Fig. 13, which shows a line shape that is
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narrower and shifted to higher binding energy for Ni 2 0Zn8 0 and Ni5 0 A15 0 . This

is exactly as expected by the Cini model for larger &U.andrews

In contrast to the above case for Ni alloys, a recent study on Cu alloys

(AI2Cu. Mg 2 Cu.. and Ni 9 0 Cu 100)130 revealed that changes in the L3 VV line

shape occurred-primarily as a result of changing 3d bandwidth. Cu exhibits a

nearly atomic-like spectra, revealing individual multiplets. The separation of

these multiplets and relative intensities are seen to change just as expected within

the Cini theory for changing bandwidth.Andrew 2

General theoretical treatments of CVV Auger spectra in dilute and

disordered alloys have been given by Drchal and Kudrnovsky and Vos et

al. 1 3 1 .v oS In these general theories the importance of U, the covalent

interaction, and the energy separation between the impurity (dilute metal) level

and bulk level are emphasized. The energy separation is as important as U in

understanding the Auger profiles in these alloys. In the latter work the

L2 3 M4 5 M4 5 line shape in CuCd'2 and Cd 3 Cu were considered in detail. Other

recent work includes Auger studies on the following alloy systems: Fe-B-P. 1 3 2 U-

M (M= Fe. Co. Ni) metallic glasses. 1 3 3 Au,Ag/Ge. 1 3 4 and UPt 3 and UBei 3 .1 35

We examine more closely the recent Auger work on the Pd/Cu alloy. 1 3 6

This work reveals the importance of the effects of local lattice expansion around

Pd impurities in Cu.Pdlattic This is an excellent example of a "noble-metal-

impurity, free-electron-like host, and shows the importance of the impurity-host

interaction. Fig. 14 compares the theoretical results obtained for the Pd

M4 5N 4 5 N4 5 1ine shapes in the dilute alloy Cu 9 5 Pd5 . The important parameter is

t = (Tupa - TCu1Ctii/TcuCu1 , which varies the d-d transfer integral between the

host and impurity. When t is - 1. the impurity is decoupled from the host and the

impurity DOS is a Lorentzian centered around 6 eV (i.e. the feature at 0 eV in the

Pd DOS shown in the insets of Fig. 14). When t=0, the impurity-host and host-
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host transfer integrals are equal. This corresponds to the usual Clogston-Wolff

result, which assumes that the lattice around the impurity has expanded to

equalize the hopping integrals. As t is increased above zero, more of the impurity

DOS is mixed into the host d band, and for t =0.6 the admixture is comparable to

that given by impurity calculations. Fig. 14 compares the Pd DOS and resultant

Auger line shape obtained with t = 0.6 and 0.2. indicating that indeed an

expansion has occurred to nearly equalize the transfer integrals.Pdlattic EXAFS

calculations on this same system show similar local lattice expansions around the

Pd impurity.Pdlattic In contrast to the Cu-Pd alloy, similar Auger line shape

studies on the Ag-Pd 1 3 7 , Cd-Ag 1 3 8 , Ag-Mn and Cu-Mn 1 3 9. and Ni-Fe 1 40 alloys

do not reveal such lattice expansion effects in the CVV Auger line shapes.

B. Silicon and Second Row Metals

The L2 3 VV Auger line shapes of the simple metals (Li. Be. Na. Mg. Al) and

Si probably are the most often studied in the literature. This work dates back over

nearly 15 years and the references are too numerous to cite all of them here.

Recent work by Almbladh and Morales, 1 4 1 Vidal et al.. 1 4 2 and Ramaker et

alRamsi review much of this work. The conclusions reached by all investigators is

usually always the same: namely that a simple fold of the bulk DOS including

atomic Auger matrix elements does not reproduce the experimental line shapes.

Furthermore, dramatically reducing the ss and sp contributions in the line shapes

can give excellent agreement. Fig. 15 shows this result.ramsi Table I indicates

the extent to which the ss and sp contributions must be reduced. But how can this

be justif ied?

An early explanation by Jennison 1 4 3 indicated that the bonding charge

must be excluded from the total charge, since the Auger process samples only the

charge local to the atom with the core hole. This reduces the ss and sp
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contributions, since the s orbitals are very diffuse in Si, and there is greater

overlap (i.e. bonding charge). But the final state rule indicates that the Auger

intensities should reflect the initial state, which because of the core-hole, now has

s orbitals contracted relative to the ground state. Thus, this explanation generally

is no longer accepted.ramsi " a~abladh2

More recent explanations for the reduction of the ss and sp contributions

depend on surface effects or dynamical screening effects. One way to test for

surface effects is to compare the KVV and L23 VV line shapes. If the ss and sp

contributions are fully reflected in the KVV line shape, but not in the LVV line

shapes of these elemental solids, then surface effects must be playing an active

role. This is because electrons from the LVV transition have kinetic energies of

only about 100 eV. Thus. these come primarily from the first 1-3 surface layers.

compared with KVV electrons which have kinetic energies well above 1500 eV and

come more from the bulk. Table I does indeed indicate that the ss and sp

contributions in the KVV line shape for Si have the expected intensities, in

contrast to that for the LVV line shape in Si. The KVV and LVV line shapes for

M 1 4 4 and A11 4 5 have also been compared. In contrast, these results suggest

that the KVV and LVV line shapes are very similar (or at least that they both

reflect similar ss and sp reductions). However. all of these comparisons have

difficulties. In general the KVV transition gives a very weak signal. and usually

the KVV spectra have been taken with extremely poor resolution because of the

high electron kinetic energies. Furthermore in Mg, the ss and pp contributions

have-similar spectral shapes. so that it is difficult to determine their exact relative

size. These problems-have beendiscussed in-detail by Ramaker et al. ramsi

Surface effects have also been considered by performing detailed

calculations which explicitly include the effects of the surface. Feibelman et

al. 14 6 and Kunjunny and Ferry 1 4 7 have performed such calculations and these
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results do indicate that surface effects add intensity to the line shape in the region

where it is needed. But inclusion of these surface effects do not solve the

problem: indeed, Feibelman's work lead to the discovery of this problem.

However, calculations for Al metal have indicated that surface layers have more

p-like character-than the bulk, and this has been proposed previously to explain

the reduction of the ss and sp components in the Al LVV line shape. 1 4 8 .1 4 9

Recent Auger spectra1 5 ° utilizing photon energies near the Si 2p binding energy.

namely at two different energies which emphasize either the bulk or surface

contributions, indicate that surface effects cause a 4 eV shift to higher kinetic

energy in the principal peak of the Si L2 3 VV line shape. A large change in the s/p

intensity ratio in the Si line shape with different Ge overlayer coverages also

suggest a large surface effect. 1 5 1

On the other hand several arguments can be given suggesting that dynamic

screening effects play a dominant role in the reduction of the ss and sp

contributions in the LVV line shape. By dynamic screening effects. we mean those

effects which arise from the non-orthogonality of the initial and final state

orbitals that result because of the initial core-hoie and final no-core-hole states.

These non-orthogonality effects introduce satellites, such as the initial state and

final state shakeoff (kv-vvv and k-vvv) processes discussed in Sec. I1.B4 above. No

evidence exist for initial state shakeoff satellites in these materials, because the

"shake" hole propagates away from the core-hole before the Auger decay.

However, final state shakeoff has the effect of redistributing Auger intensity over

a large energy range which ultimately causes some intensity to disappear into the

background. Thus-fina!-state shakeoff can preferentially reduce some

components of the total line shape.

Ramaker et al.ramsi have suggested that the diffuse 3s orbitals in ground

state Si contract in the presence of a core hole. This causes a particularly large
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reduction of the ss and sp Auger contributions. The fact that the Si LVV line

shape for most metal silicides, where the Si s orbitals are more local, do not

exhibit the ss and sp reduction is very suggestive here of the shakeoff mechanism

(see Sec. II1.F and Figs. 22 and 23). Furthermore, dynamical calculations of core-

hole effects by Schulman and Dow1 5 2 for Li indicate that accounting for dynamic

screening significantly improves the agreement withexperiment.

Davis and Dow indicate that the L23VV line shapes of Al, Mg and KVV of

Be and Li when plotted as a function of the reduced energy E/2k (where k is the

free-electron Fermi energy). are all nearly the same. From this they conclude that

the Auger profiles of simple metals depend primarily on the electron gas density

anti are almost independent of the details of the band structure.

Very recently. Almbladh and Morales almbladh2 performed extensive

caiculations which included dynamical screening and surface effects on the CVV

line shapes for Li. Be. Na. Mg. and Al. These results for Li and Al are shown in

Fig. 16. Their results still provide no clear picture, indeed they cloud the situation

still more because their conclusions are so different from previously cited work.

They conclude that the final state rule result accounting for just static screening

provides good agreement with experiment for Li and Be. They indicate that

dnamical effects worsen the agreement in Li, Mg and Al, but improve it in Na.

They f urther conclude that surface effects are critical for Mg and Al.

Obviously further work will be required here before any definite

conclusions can be reached about this important and long term problem. In spite

of this. recent analysis of the L23 VV line shape has provided some information on

the surface.density of states. 1 5 4 and on silicon-hydrogen bonding in hydrogenated

amorphous Si. 1 5 5

C. Gas Phase Molecules
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Detailed interpretations of the Auger line shapes for gas phase molecules

have-been reported for around 50 or more different molecules (see Ref Ramrev I

for a partial list with original references). More recent work has been on the

following molecules: CH 3 CN, 1 5 6 ZnCV2 and CuC13-vapors. 1 5 7 F2.1 5 8 CO. 1 5 9

C2 H4,1 6 0 Neopantane (C(CH 3)4 )Jennneop. Co(CO) 3 NO and Fe(CO) 5,161

CX 4 (X = F. Cl. Br) and SiF4 ,1 6 2 NH3 radical, 1 6 3 CHn (carbvnes), 1 6 4

ROCSSNa (xanthates), 1 6 5 HBr, 1 6 6 (HF)n, 1 6 7 OCS1 6 8 and NO2. 1 6 9 Such a.b

initia theories as Hartree Fock-self -consistent field theory (HF-

SCF) 1 7 0 , 17 1 ,17 2 , local density function (e.g. LCAO-MO-Xa)Dunlap.

configuration interaction (CI) 1 7 3 '1 7 4 .1 7 5 .1 7 6 or Green's functions

theoriesOhrendorf 177.178 have been used. Recently. semi-empirical

calculations (e.g. CNDO or INDO) have also been-utilized with good

success. 1 7 9 , 180, Larkrev

In these approaches, the different two-hoie-final states resulting from the

Auger process-are described directiv as approximate solutions to the Schrodinger

equation. H- =El,. The resultant final state energies are utilized to calculate

Auger kinetic energies. The wave functions may be utilized to calculate the Auger

intensities of each transition, or some empirical procedure may be used. Usually

a comparison of the experimental line shape with-a "bar" diagram is reported.

where the position and height of each bar represents the energy and intensity of

each Auger transition. Generally, a bar of significant intensity is found under

eachfeature in-the experimental line shape, so that good-agreement between

theory and experiment is assumed. Rarely has awidth for each transition been

determined,-so that-aquantitative comparison -between theory and experiment

could be made (an exception is ref. Dunlap). Furthermore. the totally different

approaches for molecules and solids has generally made it impossible to compare

trends in the molecular spectra with those for-solids.
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In a totally different approach. Hutson and Ramakerramhydc have utilized

solid state methods and the Cini expression (eq. 6 and 7)-to interpret the Auger

line shape of several -hydrocarbons. and compared the results with that obtained

for graphite. diamond, and polyethylene. The justification for utilizing the Cini-

Sawatzky expression for molecules on an empirical DOS self-fold. which includes

the vibrational widths-is not very clear. However, we have-indicated above that

the distortions to the DOS self-fold caused by the Cini expression qualitatively

mimics the distortions normally occurring within the Ci theory for molecules.

Therefore. as long-as-the correlation effects are relatively small (i.e. AU < the

appropriate covalent interaction), this approach appears to work reasonably ,.:ll

(see further discussion in Sec. IV.E4).

Figs. 17 and 18-compare the optimal total theoretical line shape obtained by

Hutson and Ramaker with the experimental line shapes for ethylene and

ethane.Rye a l k In-general. the theoretical line shapes generated by the formalism

described agree nicely with the experimental line shapes. Similarly good

agreement is obtained for other gas phase molecules not shown. i.e. for methane.

cvciohexane and benzene.Ramhy d c Table 2 summarizes-the results for the

satellites and Table 3:summarizes the AU and 6 parameters-for the principal kvv

corn ponents.

Tab.c 2 reveals-that the normal kvv line shape accounts for only about half

of the t,,,,l experimental intensity for the gas phase molecules. The remaining

part of the experimental intensity can be attributed to 3-different satellite

contributions: namely resonant excitation, initial-state-shake, and-final-state

shake- satellites i;e. -via the--ke-vve, kN'v-,v,, and k-vv processes). The-spectral line

shapes for the ke-vveand kv-vvv satellites also were generated by eq. (6) but with

different values for AU A_ \.'and 6 XX as schematically indicated in Fig.

7.Ramhydc The results in Fig. 17 for ethylene and the-conclusions concerning the
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importance of satellite-contributions utilizing the semi-empirical method is

totally consistent with recent ab-initio Green's functions results reported by

Ohrendorf et al.Ohrendorf

The ratio of the resonant satellite-intensities, l(ke-v)/Il(ke-vve). indicates

something about the character of the orbital containing the resonantly excited

electron, i.e. the excitonic level. The atomic Auger matrix elements per electron

are essentially the same, for the ss. sp and pp contributions in kvv spectra (see Sec.

L1.C2). Therefore. one can estimate what the ratio of intensities should be. based

purely on the ratio of local electron densities, assuming a completely localized

excitonic level. With an initial state charge distribution of C-5s-p 2-re. I(ke-

v)/I(ke-vve)-should be-0.5, compared with- 0. 14 for ethylene and other alkenes

found experimentally.ramhydr This suggests that although the excitonic level may

be localized in time. it must be of a more diffuse nature spatially. The factor of

two or more reduction from that expected -theoretically suggests that the excited

electron spends only-part of its time on the methyl group with the core hole. the

other part of the time presumably on neighboring carbon atoms or methyl groups.

We note that the relative intensities-of the kv-vvv satellites for the 6

moiecules listed in Table 2 are essentially all around 20% to-within experimental

error. Methane is isoelectroric with the neon atom. The shakeoff probabilityfor

neon has been both measured and calculated to be around 21%. This is in

excellent agreement with that found for all of the carbon systems. ! 8 1 1, 182 Table

2 shows that the empirically determined intensity for the k-vvv satellite is quite

constant around 17%. This intensity was-determined by integrating the area

under-the long-tail-from-Eth (the-thresholdzenergy forthe-shakeoff satellite-) dow n

tolEth + 50 ev.Ramhydc This includes-most of the final state shake satellite

although some intensity exist beyond this region. This could-easily introduce an
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error of 3%, so that to within experimental error, the initial and final state

satellite intensities are similar, as expected.

D. Molecular Adsorbates

Once a molecule is placed on a metal surface. localization of the hole on

the molecule is no longer a fait accompli. The hole can escape via electron

transfer from the substrate, i.e. charge transfer. It is therefore interesting to

compare the Auger spectrum for the-free molecule with that for the molecular

adsorbate. Either an interpretation of the line shape or comparison with the gas

phase has recently been done for several molecular adsorbates including

diatomics and hydrocarbons: 02, H20. CH 3OH. HCHO. CO. N2 . CH 3 NH2, and

(CH 3 )2 NH on Ni, Cu. Pd. and Ag.1 83 C2 H4 /W( 10().184 C2H 2 iCu(l00).18 5 02

and CO/Al, 1 8 6 CCI4 /Ni(Il0).1 8 7 CH 3 NO2 and C2H 5N0 2 /Rh(I1 11). 188 CO.

C2H 4 , C2N 2.and C6 H6/Pt(141),189 CO/Pd( 111).190 CO/Ni( io0).191.192

CO/Pt( 111) and Cu( Ill ).193 A review of the literature up through 1980-on the

use of Auger spectroscopy for the study of molecular adsorbates has-been given by

Netzer. 1 9 4 He noted the presence of additional satellites near the-top of the

spectra for almost all of the adsorbates -and a shift of the spectra to lower energy

relative to the gas phase. Ciniand D'Andrea have presented a general -theory for

understanding dynamic screening effects, and Schonhammer and Gunnarsson-for

many body effects in CVV spectra of molecular adsorbates. 1 9 5 .1 9 6

Fig. 19 shows CKVV Auger data for ethylene/Ni( 100) deposited-at 10K.

and then heated to higher temperatures as indicated. 197,198 These line-shapes

result after the data treatment summarized in Sec. IIA. lb. Notice the significant

changes in Auger profile and-the gradual shift to lower two-hole binding energy

with increasing temperature. HREELS, XPS. and UPS data indicate that these

line shapes are representative of 7r-bonded ethylene (C2 H4 )at 100K. ,--bonded

vinyl (CHCH 2 ) at 250K. a mixture-of di-o--bonded acetylene (HCCH). ethVny
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(CCH) and-methylidyne (CH) at-300K, and carbidic carbon (C) at 600K on the

surface.Ramethy Clearly the Auger line shape is sensitive to the

adsorbate/substrate bonding-changes, suggesting that much can be learned about

these systems from-Auger line shape interpretations.

We consider in detail here the results for the 100K spectrum. Fig. 17

compares the Auger line shape for gas phase C2 H4 with the C2 H4 /Ni at lOOK (i.e.

the p-bonded ethylene).-Ramethyl The spectrum in Fig. 17b was excited by x-rays,

so that no re i0nant-satellites appear. Charge transfer from the substrate into the

orbital occurs to screen the holes, in both the core-hole initial state and the

two- or three-hole Auger final state. This charge transfer has the affect of

decreasing the AU and 6 parameters; the transferred-charge playing the role of

the resonantly excited electron in the gas phase.Ramethyl Thus the kvv and kv-wv

contributions which comprise the intramolecular component (i.e. termed the VV

component) for the chemisorbed state are similar to the-ke-vve and kv in the gas.

The V7r- * component is similar to the ke-v, and the 7r r component is a new

contribution unlike that of any in the gas phase, in fact-it is approximated in Fig

17b by the Ni L3VV Auger line shape. Although the latter two components are

facilitated through an intra-atomic Vi-/ * and -i- * 7r * Auger process.

respectively, they ultimately appear inter-atomic in character because one or both

holes ultimately end-up-on the substrate.

The relative intensities of the three components can be understood within

the final-state rule. The electronic configuration per carbon atom in the ground

state of the chemisorbed- ethylene. assuming charge neutrality, is nominally

.3. l-x *X where the x indicates-the ?r bonding and r back-bonding charge

transfer involved in the interaction with the metal substrate. Upon creation of the

core hole. we expect that the valence electronic configuration assuming charge
neutrality, becomes o- Yr or V4 -r Y, where y is the net charge transfer in
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the presence of the initial core hole. The relative intensities of the components.

VV: Vr *: 7r * * should then be 16:8y:y2 . or upon including the Pkl matrix

2elements t3:7y:y2 . Best agreement with the results obtained from the fit to the

experimental line shapes (56:34: [O. total normalized to 100) is obtained when

y= 1.3. which gives relative intensities of 55 :38 :7 .Ramethyl The 1.3 total electron

transfer is consistent with the 1.3 core hole screening electrons found in benzene

as determined from-ab-initio theoretical calculations. 1 9 9

Similar interpretations of the line shapes in Fig. 19 have been reported by

Ramaker et al.Ramethyl, 200 Most interesting of these results is the evidence that

the line shape at 600K is not representative of a true carbide, since considerable

C-C bonding-character is reflected in-the-line shape. Similar C KVV Auger data

reported by Caputi et al. reveal further changes in the line shape-around 020K. 2 01

Quantitative interpretations of these data suggest that the amount of C-C bonding

character decreases at this temperature.Ramcarb Recently. CEELS-data has

shown that-the C-C bonding below 6J0K correspond to Cn (n mostly-equal to 2)

horizontally bonded to the surface, and that above 020K cant fraction of

the Cn dissociates; however, at high-coverages. some of flip-up vertical to

the surface "2 0 2 Comparison with theoretical calculation, ' and additional

experimental data indicate that these vertical C2 "s serve as precursors to the

graphite nucleation sites.R.amvertC

It is interesting to consider at what point in an adsorbate/substrate

interaction the charge transfer takes-place. Rye et-al. have considered this by

comparing the C KVV line shape for a free C2 H6 molecule, to that for a thick

condensed-layeria-monolayer physisorbedon Ni( I I )-at 20K. and data taken at

higher temperatures similar to Fig. 19.204 First the effective 5 decreases by

about 2.5-eV upon condensation of the-free molecule (i.e. a decrease from about

10eV as indicate in Table 3 to 7.5 eV). This arises from polarization of the
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condensed gas. At 20K. the coupling to-a Ni-surface is-insufficient to delocalize

the two-final state holes, so that 6 remains essentially at 7.5 eV.

-Figure 20.shows-what Rye found-as the temperature is increased. Here the

energy scale, Ueff(T)-- 2[IP(20K) - IP(T)], which equals Ueff( 2 0 K) at T = 20K. is

essentially the chanige in two-hole binding-energy from the 20Kspectrum-with

increasing T. This includes shifts Aue to a changing U and-a changing ionization

potential (UP) with temperature. Rye's-Ueff is essentially AU + 6 in-Table 3,

hence Ueff = 7.5 + 1 = 8.5 eV at 20K. Rye et al. suggest that-the energy shift

primarily results from a decreasing U over most of the temperature range. so that

Ueff does not reach zero until nearly 500-600K. However, Fig. 17b, indicates that

already-at 100K. both ,A-U and s are zero, so that Ueff is already zero at 1OOK.

This-differencezof opinion-obviously arises from experimental-energy calibration

differences between the-data of Rye etal. and-Ramaker etal..at

l0(K.ryeethyl.ramethyl The shiftbeyond 500K-in Fig. 20 obviously occurs

because-of a decreasing IP. since the ethylene is unuergoing conversion-to metal

carbide in this temperature range as~discussedabove.amethy I The-shift between

100-and 250eV most likely-also arises from a decreasing IP. due to conversion

from i--bonded to ,--bonded- C2 H6 in this-temperature range. and the increased

interaction with the substrate. Ramethyl In-this picture thecharge-transfer and

dramatic reduction in U occurs upon conversion of physisorbed to chemisorbed

ethylene already at lOOK. but more experimental-work-is -required here to resoive

the absolute energy problem.

AES has also been-very useful-for studying the decomposition of molecular

adsorhatcsw -increasing-tempcratureon-many-other-systems, such-as

C2 -H2/Cu.2 0 5 CH3OH/Fe( -0).206 and the ultimate formation-of graphite at

higher temperatures.Ramcarb
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E. Extended Covalent Solids

A considerable amount of work on Auger line shape analysis has been

published for various covalent solids. Most prevalent of this is the work on Si.

SiO 2. SiC, and Si3 N4 because of there use in the electronics industry. Many

studies have also been reported on the-covalent solids involving carbon. As

mentioned at the beginning of this review, the Auger dN(E)/dE "fingerprints" for

these covalently bonded solids are well known. However, the number of detailed

quantitative interpretations of these line shapes is somewhat limited. except for

Si. which was considered in Sec. II.B and for Si0 2.ra mcorrransio2,2 °7,2Q8 ,2 °9

210 Several papers on the early oxidation of Si using Auger line shape analysis

have also been published recently. 2 1 1 2 1 2 .2 1 3 For the C KVV line shape. several

studies have appeared for graphite.Housgrap.cinigrap diamond.ramdia

polyethylenerampoly . 2 1 4 SiC, 21 5 and amorphous carbon. 2 1 6 "21 7 We examine

some results for diamond and polyethylene here.

Fig. 21 shows an interpretation, utilizing eq. 6. of the line shapes from

polyethylene and diamond.Dayan.218,219.220 Note that in graphite and

diamond no initial-state-shake satellites or resonant satellites are

observed.RamdiaHousgraP The absence of such satellites in graphite and

diamond arises because neither the shake hole nor an excited electron in the

initial state of these covalently bonded solids stays localized near the core hole for

a'time-sufficient to "witness" or participate in the Auger decay. In the presence of

a core hole, the occupied valence band DOSof diamond indeed does not exhibit

anN. bound-states.Rampoly On the other hand. the DOS for polyethylene in the

presence of a core hole does exhibit narrow peaks indicative of bound-like states.

consistent with the kv-vvv satellite observed. Furthermore, polyethylene has an
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excitonic level as seen by x-ray absorption (XAS) and electron energy loss (EELS)

data.2 2 1 ,2 2 2

Comparison of the &U's for molecules and extended solids in Table 3

indicates something about the nature of the screening processes in these covalent

systems. Note that the nU for the CC-CC-contribution increases in the order

cyclohexane < polyethylene < diamond. This can be understood from the

definition of AU = U 11 - U 12' For very short screening lengths. one might expect

both U 11 and U 12 to be reduced substantially, so that &U would be

decreased.Housgrap For long screening-lengths, one might expect U 12 to he

decreased more than U [ 4' having the effect of increasing AU. Apparently the

latter is occurring in these materials. The longer chain length in polyethylene and

full three dimensional covaleicy in diamond suggests that the-extent of

polarization should increase in the order cyclohexane < polyethylene < diamond.

This increased polarization then has the effect of increasing-AU. For the alkenes.

the &U's are all the same. This suggests that the screening length is much shorter

so that "full" screening already occurs in ethylene. This is consistent with the

more-deiocalized -r electrons in the alkenes.

The 6 parameters in eq. 0 are interpreted as the delocalized hole-hole

repulsion.Ramhydc.du nlaP As the size-of the molecule increases. Table 3 shows

that , decreases. reflecting the ability of the two final state-holes to stay apart

from each other in the de[ocalized molecular orbitals. Note also that for similar

sized molecules, the 6 s for the alkenes are-smaller than for the alkanes. This

may reflect the increased-screening due to-the - electrons. Note that the , "s are

zero for tile extended solids, as expected, although a controversy has existed-for

polyethylene (the problem again arose fromenergy calibration problems which

will not be discussed here).RYePly, 2 2 3
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F. Metal Silicides and Carbides

Incontrast to the extended covalent solids mentioned above, an enormous

volume of work has been published on the study of the metal silicides and

carbides. This work has been motivated primarily by interfaciai-compound

formation: i.e. metal/diamond or graphite and metal/Si interfaces. The

technological motivations for studying these interfaces start with the observation

that the vast majority of microelectronics devices are currently based on Si. and in

the future increasingly on diamond for high temperature applications. The thrust

to employ new metallurgical schemes for Schottky barrier and for Ohmic contacts

to Si and diamond is directed toward improvements in contact stability at high

device density and in device performance. 2 2 4

Auger spectroscopy has been of great help in studying these interfaces and

for understanding the electronic structure of the metal compounds formed.

Theoretical electronic structure calculations indicate a qualitatively similar

bonding for almost all of the metal silicides and carbides. 2 2 5 "22 6 An example of

this is indicated in Fig. 22 (inset 1) for Pd4 Si.Bader Generally 3 bands are found

in the Si or C DOS: a Si 3s (or C 2s) band at 8-12 eV. the Si 3p- metal (or C 2p-

metal) bonding band around 3-7 eV, and the Si 3p-metal (or C 2p-metal)

antibonding band around 0-3 eV (the latter two bands are sometimes referred to

as the o- and ir bonding bands: they are labelled p 1 and-P2 in Fig. 22). The p

electrons exist in-molecular orbitals with much of their density localized

interatomically between the Si or C and metal nuclei. The P2 electrons exists in

comparatively well delocalized molecular orbitals largely responsible for the
metalic conductivity exhibited by many of the silicides and carbides.Neckel

These two bands straddle a large non-bonding metal d band not shown in the

inset: although recent calculations for NiSi indicate that this band has extensive

metal d-metal d interaction which is also important for the placement of the Si or
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C bands. 2 27 It is this large metal band which obscures the bonding bands in

photoemission. and thus makes Auger spectroscopy so uniquely helpful in

observing the important bonding features in the DOS.

In the limit of the one-electron approximation (i.e. &U = 0), the C KVV or

Si L2 3 VV Auger spectra should reflect the DOS self-fold, consisting of the

features labelled a'-e" in Fig. 22. These features have been identified as arising

from the following: a*- ss, b' - sPI +sP2, c' - PIP + sP2, d' - PIP2. and e' -

p2P2 . hbader All 5-features are seen in the experimental Si L2 3 VV spectrum (Fig.

22). which even has similar intensities as those in the self-fold. This is in sharp

contrast to the line shape for elemental Si as discussed above (Sec. IIl.B) and

strongly indicates that the 3s electrons are much more localized in the silicides

compared with Si, where they are involved in the bonding.

The localization of the 3s electrons in the silicides is also indicated by the

results in Fig. 23 for Ca2Si and CaSi2. 2 2 8 Here again the DOS self-fold are

compared with the experimental line shapes. Good agreement is found for CaSi 2

but not for the Ca 2 Si line shape. The introduction of correlation effects utilizing

the Cini expression. eq. 6. with Usp = Uss = 3 eV, and Upp = 0 gives excellent

agreement with experiment. This indicates again the strong localization of the s

orbitals. and increasing localization with increased Ca content, as one might

expect. Furthermore. comparison with other data suggest similar localization in

Mg 2 Si 2 2 9 , and apparently also in Yb/Si. 2 3 0 ,2 3 1 In contrast, Si L2 3 VV line

shapes from silicides formed with transition metals (e.g. Ti, 2 3 2 Ni. 2 3 3 Pt. 2 3 4

Cu. 2 3 5 . 2 3 6 ,2 3 7 Al, 2 3 8 1r. 2 3 9 V. 2 4 0 and Au 2 4 1 ) do not show large hole-hole

repulsionl effects.

These trends in the silicides are remarkably similar to those in the carbides.

Fig. 24-shows C KVV dN(E)/dE fingerprints for several metal, carbides as

indicated. 2 4 2 Detailed interpretations of the TiC, NbC.2 4 3 , 244 BC. 2 4 5
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VC. 2 4 6 . 2 4 7 and TaC 2 48 line shapes reveal that the 5 features arise from the ss,

SPI + sP2 (singlet) sp1, + sP2 (triplet). P IP1. and P [P2 + P2P2 contributions.

Note that the derivative fingerprints show. as one proceeds from the upper left to

the lower right, a decreasing singlet-triplet splitting, an increasing intensity of the

highest energy feature resulting from the P2 DOS. and a decreasing ss and sp

localization. Perhrsson et al have shown that these changes can be correlated with

the enthalpy of-formation (AH) of the metal carbides.Pehrsson The magnitude of

the singlet-triplet splitting in the sp contribution is sensitive to the degree of

orbital localization, since the more compact the orbitals. the greater the

interaction, and hence the greater the splitting. &H is-a measure of the ionicity of

the C-M bonds in the carbides. so one might expect U to increase with ,H.

The high energy shoulder seen in the C KVV line shape for the carbides and

the Si L2 3 VV line shape for the silicides is similar to the high energy shoulder

visible in the 0 KVV and N KVV Auger line shapes for many other

materials. 2 4 9 ,25 0 , 2 51 At least six different mechanisms have been postuiated,

for its presence. These can be summarized as follows:

1l)-interatomic Auger transitions,

2)hole-hole correlation effects,

3-)electron transfer or core-hole screening.

4) shake satellites.

5) band splitting due to covalent interactions, and

6) chemical shifts due to different species present.

The first two of these can be classified as final-state effects. 3) and 4) as initial-

state effects. aid 5) and 6) as chemical environment effects. Full descriptions of

these mechanisms have been given elsewhere previously. Ramrev

Of these six mechanisms. the band splitting mechanism for the carbides is

currently favored-based on the results summarized above. However. we can not
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completely eliminate the hole-hole correlation effects mechanism, favored for the

transition metal oxides andpreviously suggested for the carbides.RamASS

Recent cluster calculations modelling the 0 KVV line shape for Ag2 0 using a

Slater-Koster type Hamiltonian (Fig. 25) shows the familiar high energy

shoulder.Tjeng This broad shoulder from 5 to 11 ev arises from hybridization of

the localized state with states having one hole on one oxygen and another on

either' ilver or on a different oxygen atom (i.e. from delocalized states). Cluster

calcui',lt ns modelling the 0 KVV line shape for SiO 2 produced similar

results.Rai From the Cini perspective, the-pp contribution undergoes a large

Cini-Sawatzky distortion so that the shoulder reflects the DOS self-fold, and the

principal peak results from the more localized states. The correlation of the

shoulder ifitensity with the heat of formation across the carbide series is also

consistent with this mechanism.

G. Metal Chalcogenides and Halides

The Auger spectra of metal chalcogenides and halides have been published

many times-over the years. Recent efforts include work on Cl/Ag, 252

TiO2. 2 5 3 . 2 5 4 Zn3P2 .2 5 5 -y-Fe4 N. 2 5 6 sulfide minerals, 2 5 7 SO 2 , 02. and

H2O/Li. 25 8 O/NiAI. 5 9 various Larcompounds, 2 60 MxTiS 2 intercalation

compounds. 2 6 1 Fe2 Ti4 0, 2 6 2 and Cu/GaP. 2 6 3 Much of this Auger data provides

information on coverage at a surface, or stoichiometry in the bulk, and perhaps

some bonding information. However, the Auger spectra of these generally ionic

materials-can-provide more fundamental information, such as direct evidence for

the Ultimatetfate of the shake-excitations upon creation of the core hole.

Within the sudden approximation, XPS data reflect the core-hole state

shiortly -after its creation. say within 10"17 sec. 26 4 We note that shakeup states

with lifetimes significantly shorter than this will not be visible in XPS. because
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they relax before the photoemission event is complete. Well after 10" 15 sec., the

core level decays via the AES-or XES process. with considerable relaxation

occurring in the interim.

Evidence for relaxation of the charge transfer shakeup excitations before

Auger decay in CuX 2 and the Cu oxides is clearly evident from Figs. 26. The

primary 2p'Id 1 0 L "1 core-hole state produces the principal peak in the Cu L) 3

XPS spectrum (not shown here). The notation indicates that one hole exists on

the ligand (L) leaving 10 electrons in the Cu 3d shell. The XPS data also reveal a

satellite arising from a 2 p- Ld9 "charge transfer" shakeup state. The primary core-

hole state decays to a d8 L" I Auger final state in the Cu L3 VV case-and to a d9 3p"

IL-I state-in the L3 M2 3 V case. 2 6 5

Auger satellites are known to arise from the L3 V-VVV or L3 V-M 2 3 VV

processes, respectively, the L3 V initial states resulting either from-Coster-Kronig

decay of the Ll and L2 -core-holes (L 1-L 3 V and L2L3 V) or from direct shakeoff

during the initial L3 core-hole-creation (coincident Auger studies verify these

processes. see Fig. 28 and Sec. IV.BI). These processes can account for an Auger

satellite with intensity of 0.7 relative to the main peak in the Cu and Cu 2 O line

shapes.Ramhtscl It has been indicated that the charge transfer shakeup 2p" id 9

states responsible for the XPS satellites in Cu 2 + materials decay to d7 states and

hence will add to the Auger satellite intensity.266 .2 6 7 ,2 6 8 However, while the

relative intensity of the XPS-satellites grows from 0.45 for CuBr 2 to 0.8 for

CuF,vanderlaan Fig. 26 shows-no change in Auger satellite intensity for the

CuX 2 , or even between Cu. Cu2 O, and CuO.

The above results indicate that all of the charge transfer shakeup states

must relax before the core-hole decay. 2 6 9 This is not unexpected within

relaxation theories, because the shakeup excitation energy is much larger than the

core-level width. 2 7 0 In-contrast, the additional valence-hole states resulting from
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Coster-Kronig decay and shakeoff do not dissioate before decay, because the

extra hole is apparently bound on the local CuOn cluster.ramhtscl However. for

CO/Cu( 11), Chen et al concluded that all shake excitations (both shake-up and

shake-off) relax before tile Auger decay.2 7 1 Near a metal surface, the metal to

CO charge transfer is apparently much faster than charge exchange between

CuO n clusters in CuO.

H. High Temperature Superconductors

Since the discovery of the copper oxide based high temperature

superconductors (HTSC) several years ago, a deluge of electron spectroscopic

data on these materials has appeared. Cu L3 VVand 0 KVV Auger line shapes on

La t.8 5 (SrBa). 15 CuO 4 ' 2 7 2 YBa 2 Cu30 7.y (commonly called the 123

mnaterial) 2 7 3 -2 7 4 .2 7 5 ,2 7 6 .2 7 7 and on Bi 2 CaSr2Cu2 O 8 +d (commonly called-the

2 i22 material) 2 7 8, 2 7 9, 2 8 0 have been reported. Because of the surface sensitivity

of AES. specific-care must be taken to maintain sample purity, reduce beam

damage. anti limit 0 depletion: indeed, some-of the early work had severe

problems with O depletion. particularly with-the 123 material.htsc

Comparison of the HTSC Augerline shape with similar line shapes-for CuO

and Cu2 0 (such-as those in Fig. 26) have been very helpful to ascertain something

about the electronic structure and about the U parameters in the HTSC

materials.g Note the larger satellite in the Cu L3 VV line

shape for the Bi 2212 HTSC material compared with CuO and Cu 2 0 in Fig. 26.

These line shape studies reveal:

I) that the local electronic structure around the Cu-and 0 atoms is

not dramatically different from the conventional oxides,

2) that Cu + 3 is not present. but rather-the effective valence of Cu is

somewhere between Cu + 1 and Cu 2 (i.e. the Cu-O bond is more
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covalent in the HTSC's than in CuO), and

3) that some line shape changes can be correlated with Tc. allhtsc

One of the parameters that may be critical to the superconducting

mechanism is Upp, the Coulomb interaction on the 0 atom. Values from 4 to 14

have been reported (see reference Ramhtsc2 for a summary of the theoretical and

experimental estimates). The 0 KVV AES line shape rather directly reflects Upp

for Cu20, since the dCu-pO valence band is initially filled in Cu2O leaving a two-

hole final state. Table 4 indicates a value of around 5 eV (4.6 to 5.7 eV) for

U ppghijsen,tjeng The Auger data for CuO and the HTSC's is not so easily

interpreted, because now the valence d-p band initially has one hole per CuO unit

leaving a three-hole final state after the Auger decay. In this case the Cini

expression is not rigorously valid.

In spite of these problems. many interpretations of the 0 KVV line shape

for several transition metal oxides using the Cini model have appeared in the

literature. The Upp values obtained are indicated in Table

4.283,284,285,286.287,288,289 These qualitative U's indicate some very

revealing points. First. the d electron count is apparently very important in

determining Upp, probably because the d electrons help to screen the hole-hole

repulsion on the 0 atom. Those oxides with no d electrons have Uppvalues in the

range of 10-14 eV. Those oxides with partially filled d-bands have Upp values in

the range 3-6 eV. and those with filled d-bands have Upp values around I I eV

except for Cu 2 0. Obviously the d electrons are very effective screeners of two 0 p

holes when they are more mobile.(i.e. when the d band is not filled).

In.Cu2O a-different screening.-mechanism is-apparent. as suggested by the

much reduced Upp for Cu 20 compared with the other filled d-band oxides. The

filled and expanded 3d shells in the Cul + atoms which surround the oxygen are

apparently uniquely polarizable. and thus decrease Upp significantly. 0 K
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XAN ES data suppoi t this interpretation, since exitonic effects are also strongly

reduced for Cu2 0 compared with CuO. 2 9 0 Therefore a larger Upp is anticipated

for CuO and the HTSC's. compared with Cu20; probably something around 6-8

ev.ramjes

Ill. THE FUTURE - NEW DIRECTIONS

The review above of several areas where Auge" "le shape interpretation

has provided considerable insight into localization, charge transfer, polarization.

and screening processes should convince many readers that the results obtainable

from this approach are worth the effort. However, Auger line shape analysis has

not realized its full potential because a quantitative interpretation is still a

formidable task in view of the many simultaneous processes and the many-body

effects reflected in the total line shape. As mentioned above, just the extraction

of the line shape (i.e. removal of the background andinelastic losses) is not an

easy task. One way to simplify these two tasks is to limit the number of variables

or-to limit the number of simultaneous processes. I believe this is the direction of

the future for AES. and that much progress will be made in this area in the coming

years. Below, I will outline several areas, and give several examples. where

controlling some of the variables greatly eased the tasks required for quantitative

interpretation of the line shape. and in some instance provided significant new

insights.

A. Controlling the Background and Inelastic Loss

Sec. II.A-le. mentioned two-ways to experimentally nearly eliminate the

ritagnitude of the background and inelastic loss contributions- namely by positron

induced AES (PA-ES). or by coincident techniques. An example of the former is

given here, and coincident techniques are discussed in a different context below.
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Fig. 27 compares Cu M23 VV Auger data induced by electron (EAES) and

positron excitation (PAES).Weissl , 291,292 It dramatically reveals the strong

reduction of the background in PAES. The incident beam energies were 3 KeV

and 25 eV for the electron and positron beams, respectively. Secondary electrons

cannot be created through collisional processes with energies in excess of the

beam energies, hence the secondary electron contribution drops essentially to

zero beyond 25 eV in the PAES-spectrum. Similar spectra taken with overlayers

of S and CsWeiss , 293 reveal that 95% of the Auger intensity arises from the

topmost atomic layer of the Cu surface. This is because the positrons are trapped

in the image potential induced at the surface. 29 4 This surface sensitivity should

drastically reduce the-extrinsic inelastic loss contribution. The presence-of

considerable intensity remaining-around440 eV in the PAES spectrum of Fig. 27.

may in fact arise from intrinsic loss processes. such as shakeoff. A shift of neariv 6

eV to lower kinetic energy in-the PAES data compared to the EAES data may

arise from increased hole-hole-repulsion near the surface compared with the bulk.

Thus PAES data may provide significant new information on intrinsic shakeoff

processes and localization- near metal and other surfaces.

The relatively high efficiency with which positrons generate low energy

Auger lines combined with the low background permit Auger spectra to be

obtained with energy doses of 10-5 times less than those necessary for EAES. This

may allow PAES data to be obtained on systems highly susceptible to beam

damage. Finally, recent data suggest that the positrons annihilate core electrons

preferentially near surface defects or impurity sites. 2 9 5 This may allow new

unique studies-of the-electronic-structure-occurring! near such defect sites.

information of great interest in the electronics industry.

B. Controlling the Initial-State
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We have emphasized in this review the significant contributions due to

satellites arising from initial and final state shakeoff, shakeup, resonant

processes. and Coster-Kronig transitions. These simultaneous processes -make

interpretation of the total line shape much more difficult. Controlling the initial

state helps to confine some of these processes.

/.. The APECS Technique

Auger-photoelectron coincidence spectroscopy (APECS)Haak allows one to

limit or control the initial state in the Auger process. By counting only those

Auger electrons which arrive in coincidence with photoelectrons of specific

kinetic energy, the initial state is uniquely determined, thus controlling the

magnitude of various satellites. 29 6 Recentwork onAr, 297 GaAs, Bartynski and

TaC. Hulbert have appeared.

Fig. 28 shows the APECS spectrum for the L2 3 M4 5M4 5 line shape of Cu in

coincidence with the L 1, L2. and L3 lines. 2 9 8 Also shown is the total Auger

spectrum for comparison. Note that the inelastic loss contributions are

substantially reduced compared-with the AES line shape because in APECS.

Auger electrons which have suffered inelastic collisions on their escape from the

sample will not arrive in coincidence with the photoelectron. The satellites due to

the Coster-Kronig process are uniquely separated-from-the L3 Auger

contribution, and the L2 and L3 Auger contributions are also clearly separated.

This separation allows the "delocalized" portion of the L3 Auger signal around

927 to be clearly visible, as well as the IS multipletaround 912 eV in -the localized

portion.

2. The DES-technique

A second way of controlling the initial-state is by utilizing a tunable photon

source. such as a synchrotron, to resonantly excite a-core electron into a bound

state.
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M -- M[c'¢,. (14)

The excited electron can then either participate in the Auger decay

Mic 1v--o-M+[v'Ij + e- (15)

or be a spectator to the Auger decay of the core hole

M[cl0] M+[v'lv,'lo] + e-. (16)

This technique has been called de-excitation electron spectroscopy (DES). 2 9 9

The initial state can in fact also be controlled utilizing a coincident electron

technique. In this case, the Auger electron is collected coincidentally with the

scattered electrons, of fixed energy loss and fixed low scattering angle. In this

coincident procedure the electron beam mimics an incoming photon beam.

The DES technique has been used extensively for free molecules 3 ° 0 ,30 1 .

302.303,304,305 and for small molecules chemisorbed on surfaces.chendos

.306.307 In the free molecule, resonant excitation into a i- level generally results

in a spectrum reflecting the occupied one-electron DOS of the molecule. For an

adsorbate, the excited-electron may escape before the Auger decay, resulting in

essentially the normal kvv spectrum. The DES technique has also been used in

solids, such as in Ni. 30 8 and recently in Si. where it has been used to emphasize

surface effects as opposed-to bulk contributions.Woicik Excitation into various

excitonic levels in insulators-also enables one to obtain information on the nature

of Z + 1 defects sites.

As an example of DES data, Fig.29 shows electron and nonresonant photon

(A] Ko x-rays) excited Auger (EAES and XAES) data along with DES data for the

02 molecule. 3 0 9 The DES data in Fig. 29 were obtained-utilizing-the coincident

electron technique; however, reccntly Lapiano-Smithet al also-presented very

similar photon excited data for 02 gas 3 10 , and Chen et al-for-solid 02 3 1 1

Detailed interpretations of these data along with calculations have recently been

reported for this molecule. 3 1 2 '3 1 3 [he normal Auger v " features actually
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extend to much lower kinetic energy than shown. The nonresonant XAES

spectrum reveals features resulting from shakeup (1wg" 1 llru) around 504 and

506.5 eV. The EAES spectrum reveals additional features around 507, 5 11, and

5 18 eV resulting from resonant excitations, lsillrg. These same features may be

present. but with much reduced intensities, in the XAES data. There appearance

in the XAES data arises because of secondary electrons with energy significantly

greater than the is binding energy. The features above 509 eV in all three spectra

arise from the process in eq. 15: namely when the resonantly excited electron

participates in the Auger decay. Those features below 509 eV in the DES

spectrum arise predominantly from when the resonantly excited electron is a

spectator to the Auger decay (eq. 16).

Sambe and Ramaker have successfully-interpreted the resonant

contributions above 5 10 eV by making comparison with PES data on the basis that

the separation between peaks in the v-1 DES final state and the v- PES final state

should be nearly identical.sambe Carrol and Thomas showed that the AES and

entire DES profiles are very similar except for a 11.4 eV energy shift.tho a,

Carroll and Thomas argue that the normal AES profile above 498 eV is dominated

by l-r,," I'v' final states, and that one cannot distinguish between the resonantly

excited l7rg electron. and the two original lrg electrons. Thus, the entire DES

spectrum can be considered-as a two-hole, one-electron spectrum. Since the extra

electron screens the hole-hole repulsion, the DES-spectrum is shifted by 11.4 eV

from the AES for 02 gas. but by only about 2 eV in solid 0 2.Chen This difference

between the gas and solid phase data arises because of large intermolecular

screening which reduces the U in the 2-hole AES final state in solid 0-. This

intermolecular screening is much less significant-in the 2-hole, I-electron DES

final state because of the resonantly excited electron. The separation between the
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participator and spectator contributions depends on the binding energy of the

electron in the excited bound state. 3 1 4

C. Controlling the Spin Polarization

By measuring the spin polarization of the Auger electrons one gains

additional information about the possible process which caused them. 3 1 5 Spin

polarized AES (SPAES) thus has two aspects: namely it assists in interpreting the

the normal N(E) spectra and it has the potential to provide useful information in

surface magnetism. Fig. 30 shows an example of the former capability for the

M2 3 M45 M4 5 Auger line shape from Fe(l(0). 31 6 Shown in Fig 30 is the normal

Auger signal (here indicated as I) and the effective spin polarization Peff = Po +

(P-Po)lt(I-Io) where the polarization P = (n-i -n4. )/(n¢ + n4- ) [n-r (n4. ) is the

number of electrons with the spin parallel(opposite) the magnetization of the

sample], and Po and 10 are the polarization and Auger intensity in the background

region. The leading peak in I around 42 eV is the main line leaving the-d 2

configuration. The M23 e-V satellite around 51teV (see eq. 15) and above the :M23

threshold, is the well-known autoionization satellite with final d I configuration.

The autoionization emission is strongly polarized, but not as strongly as a ven

weak satellite around64 eV. The source of the Auger gain satellite is not known

exactly, but its extremely high polarization restricts it source.Allen

SPAES data has been published recently for O/Fe(,I00), 3 1 7

Gd/Fe(100), 3 1 8 and Fe/Au( 100),319 providing exciting new data on the

magnetic coupling between different metals at a surface. Significant conclusions

were reached without-detailed understandingof the Auger processes-involved,

Clearly more theoretical work is required in this area-before detailed magnetic

applications can be accomplished. I expect much more progress in this-area in the

near future.
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D. Controlling the Angle of Escape

Recently. strong angular variations in the Auger line shapes of adsorbed

molecules have been observed. 3 2 0 . 32 1 These can be explained by applying

selection rules derived from simple symmetry considerations. The angular

variations are of significant help in determining the correct assignment of some of

the fine structure in the line shape. Furthermore, it provides direct evidence for

the angular orientation of the molecule on the surface. Recent studies have been

reported on CO/Ru(001) and NO/Ni(lll).Umbach,322

Fig. 31 gives an example of the data for the coadsorbed system,

CO+K/Ru(001). 3 2 3 Many different models have been suggested to explain the K

induced effects on the CO bonding ranging from pure enhanced 2p back donation

to the formation of ionic K-CO salts. Some models postulate a lying down -

bonded CO or a strongly tilted CO configuration. The angular dependence of

peak 4 arising from the 4e I1 b 1-final state, and comparison with model

calculations in Fig. 31 indicate quite clearly that the CO is vertically bonded to the

surface. Further interpretation indicates that its valence orbitals are rearranged

by the-presence of coadsorbed K.wurht,324

Use of angular variations in Auger line shapes, although quite rare to date.

should have considerable potential. Angle resolved Auger data for graphite also

showed considerable variation with angle. 3 2 5 , 326 Recently. initial results have

been reported where both the incident angle of the primary electron beam and the

collection angle of the Auger electrons are varied independently. 3 2 7 , 3 2 8 Both

angles-strongly influence the surface sensitivity of AES. The angular variation of

Auger spectra for K/Si(001)3 )29 Cu/Ni, 3 3 0 and O/Mg 3 3 1 were also recently

reported, where the data was utilized to determine the adsorbate sites on the

surface. These latter studies relate to electron scattering after the Auger event.
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but I anticipate more effort in the future on the changes of the intrinsic line

shapes with angle as well.

E. Extending the Theory

In this section I want to assess the current theory. it limitations, and areas

where further work is urgently needed. It goes without saying, that ones

perspective is different than anothers, so that I may be a bit biased in my

assessment. My bias leans toward building a balanced, semi-empirical,

convenient approach, that can be utilized for a wide variety of materials of

technological interest. We know that a complete solution of Schrodinger's

equation for a two-hole final state in a molecule or cluster gives an excellent

interpretation of the Auger line shape. But this approach is inconvenient, and can

only be performed on the simplest of molecules. If the interpretation of Auger

line shapes is ever going to provide a convenient and useful means of extracting

electronic structure information on a wide range of materials, a theory-must be

provided which is widely applicable, convenient to use. and balanced with regard

to its-validity and fundamental justification. Considerable progress-has been

made. but much remains to be done.

1. Atomic Auger Matrix Elements

A discussion of atomic Auger matrix elements was given in Sec. II.C2. Fig.

8 and similar plots for other Auger transitions clearly indicate that one-electron

calculations are not adequate to evaluate these elements. These-same figures

suggest that the relative values of these matrix elements are surprizingly constant

with nuclear charge Z, and that no verifiable difference exists between atoms,

molecules, and solids (some investigators may differ particularly on the latter

point). Nevertheless. many investigators continue to perform sophisticated

calculations to obtain the DOS. and then calculate the matrix elements within the

one-electron model. In my opinion, this is an unbalanced approach-(i.e. accurate
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DOS but widelv inaccurate matrix elements) which can easily be corrected by

utilizing the semi-empirical matrix elements. Although the paper by Jennison

strongly warns against using matrix elements calculated from one basis set along

with wavefunctions calculated fromanother, Jennison was utilizing nonlocal

Wannier functions for the wavefunctions and local Slater orbitals for the matrix

elements.jenPRL Most DOS are obtained utilizing local basis sets. or obtained

semiempirically as described above (Sec. II.B2), and experience on a wide variety

of systems has indicated that the semi-empirical matrix elements are quite

adequate. The apparent problem with the Si L23 VV line shape in elemental Si

arises from other causes (see Sec. II.B).

2. Vibrational Widths

Vibrational widths are a big problem in molecules; and although not as

evident in-solids, vibrational'broadening certainly is present here also. As

discussed in Sec. IL.B3. the problem with widths is acUte only when they are totally

ignored, sometimes causing the presence of satellites to be unrecognized. No

simple theory exists for calculating the vibrational widths, but the problem

identified-above can be eliminated by broadening the "bar" diagrams or utilizing

an empirical DOS as describe in Sec. II.B2. They are not a major problem when

considering solids.

3. Satellites

The importance of "many-body" satellites has been increasingly recognized,

particularly for free molecules but also in extended solids. Nevertheless, many

investigators still insist on ignoring them. Although these satellites may

-complicate the interpretation of the -line shape, they provide valuable and unique

information on charge transfer, screening, and localization. Better techniques

must be developed for generating line shapes for these satellite contributions.

4. Correlation: Application of the Cini expression
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The Cini-Sawatzky expression has been the basis for our understanding of

correlation in Auger line shapes. It has been utilized with surprising success for

metals, insulators, semi-conductors, and-for molecules. But its application is only

fully justified for completely filled nondegenerate bands. What are its exact

limitations?

Materials with Unfilled Bands

Some theoretical work has been reported for initially unfilled bands by

Treglia et al,treglia Cini et a13 3 2 , 333.334 and Liebsch. 3 3 5 We briefly

summarize some of this work. According to Treglia et al., the Cini equation is still

applicable for nearly filled bands-(i.e. low hole density); however. 0(E) must.now

include the self-energy effects. In this prescription. o-(E) might be determined

from the measured photoemission spectrum which includes static and dynamic

screening effects, etc. (the latter introduces-satellite contributions). 3 3 6 Cubiotti

et al. applied the model of Treglia et al. to consider the XVV spectra of several

alloys: unfortunately, they did not compare their results with experiment to verify

their findings. 3 3 7 However. Cini et al. suggest that within the ladder

approximation. the undressed or bare one-hole propagator is more appropriate

(this has become known as the bare ladder approximation, BLA).cin ver d oz Cini

has concluded for PdCi n i above and graphite 3 38 , both possessing unfilled bands.

that the Cini expression can satisfactorily be utilized with the undressed DOS,

provided AU is treated as a parameter to-give an optimum fit to experiment, and

the correlation effects are small. Apparently. the two holes tend to interact more

as bare holes because the size of their screening clouds is larger than the range of

hole-hole repulsion. Bennet-et al.bennet have introduced a-procedure which

removes any photoemission satellite contributions so that the undressed DOS

might be approximated empirically assuming the remaining static screening

effects are relatively small.
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To understand some of the problems which arise for unfilled bands.

Sawatzky has presented a revealing illustration as shown in Fig. 32.3 3 9 Sawatzky

considers a lattice of H atoms with U > > W for the Is electrons. This is then a

ferromagnetic system with one electron on each atom in the majority spin

configuration and a small number of minority spins added as shown (i.e. the band

is slightly greater than half-filled). The schematic dressed (or correlated) DOS

and photoelectron spectrum for this system is then shown, along with a self-fold of

the PES to approximate the AES profile (this approach is consistent with the

theory of Treglia et al.). The expected AES spectrum is also shown assuming that

two localized holes can only be produced in those initial states containing two

electrons per atom. Therefore nearly all the Auger spectral weight occurs around

a binding energy of U. in sharp contrast to the self-fold of the correlated-DOS.

Fig. 32 reveals that a straight forward application of the Cini expression to

the occupied "dressed" DOS self-fold does not account for the spectrum. and at

best gives a negative U value. Perhaps the self-fold of the correlated DOS

includes the effects of U twice, and the negative U in the Cini expression is simply

undoing this error. Whatever the case, as suggested by Cini's BLA approach, it is

better to consider the uncorrelated DOS. The uncorrelated DOS in Fig. 32 would

have a band symmetrically situated around Ef, the lower portion occupied. the

upper unoccupied. The self-fold of the occupied portion of this uncorrelated DOS

would give a spectrum centered just below Ef, and the Cini expression would then

shift the spectrum to the left-by U. This is a strong argument for using tle

undressed DOS, or at least eliminating the satellite contributions from the

dressed DOS or PES data before the self-fold. However, it does not necessarily

settle the issue of whether the correlated (minus satellites) or uncorrelated DOS

should be used.

Now consider the two filling limits. As the band fills, the intensity of the
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minority spin band at Ef in the PES increases and the majority spin band

decreases (i.e. the latter ultimately becomes a "satellite" feature). At the filled

band level, only the peak around Et r'emains so that the correlated and

uncorrelated DOS become the same. If we utilize the idea of Bennet et al.bennet

mentioned above for removing the satellite, we can self-fold just the "main" peak

and obtain a reasonable approximation to the AES profile for nearly filled bands.

At the other limit, for substantially less than-half-filled bands, the contribution

with highest binding energy (previously called the "satellite") becomes the "main"

peak, and the Fermi level moves down to it, so that again either of the DOS can

'still be used in the Cini expression. Furthermore for U> > W and less than half-

filled bands, we obtain no Auger intensity because under these circumstances no

two electrons exists on the same atom.

We conclude that Cini's bare ladder approximation seems, at last

qualitatively, to be able to handle all situations. Treglia's approximation may also

be adequate provided the satellite contributions are removed. Which of these

approaches is better is however not yet clear.

The existence of negative U's has indeed been observed for the transition

metals on the left side of the periodic table, i.e. with less than half-filled 3d bands.

Table 4 shows the effective U's obtained-utilizing the Cini expression on an

empirically derived DOS self-fold for the transition metals (XPS data were used

however no distinct satellite features were evident). Indeed. the U becomes

increasing negative as the band becomes-more unfilled. 340 Negative U's have

also been found for some transition compounds. such as CrSe2 and TiSe2. deboer

Different suggestions have been given-for-obtaining-these negative U's. deBoer et

al. suggested that the negative U's were caused by a dynamic bipolaron effect

involving the conduction electrons. Others have proposed that these are caused

by the potential of the core-hole in the initial state, i.e. due to edge or non-
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orthogonality effects. 3 4 1 ,3 4 2 Ramaker et al. have argued that for the low

electron density limit, i.e. nearly empty bands, the negative U values can be

interpreted-as arising naturally from correlation effects in the initial

state. 3 4 3 "3 4 4 Note that all of the above suggestions involve additional

complications not even considered yet in discussing Fig. 32, and do not primarily

involve the satellite problems discussed above.

To intuitively understand some of these additional complications, consider

again the lattice in Fig. 32. but now with-just two H atoms, and compare the case

when the band is full on the left and when the band is-half full on the right.

Eull lf ful

Initial state W-r1 2W12

Final state W 12 empty (17)

Matrix element < lskl]rl2 1 [1COl > <cilc]rl"l[ Iskl>

In this simple diatomic molecule case, the orbitals c1 and W2 are the

uncorrelated orbitals, such as the isa =- 1sb bonding and antibonding MO's. and

Is and k-I refer to the core and continuum orbitals involved. The Auger matrix can

be written in either the hole picture or the electron picture; i.e. we can enumerate

the electrons or the holes. Obviously, on the left, it is better to consider the holes.

while on the right better to consider the electrons, because in either case we then

have an empty band; empty of holes in the initial state on the left, and empty of

electrons in the final state on the right. Therefore, we need to worry only about

final state hole-hole interac-tion-on the left, and-initial state -elect-ron-electron

interaction on the right. This initial state electron interaction on the right will

increase the initial state energy. thus increasing the Auger kinetic energy, and

make the conventional U parameter come -out negative. For U > W, the two
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electrons will remain on separate atoms (antiferromagnetic). and the Auger

intensity goes to zero for less than one-half filled bands as discussed above. Thus

the electron interaction in the initial state alters both the intensity and the

profile. This is to be expected, since by the nature of the sum rules, the initial

state must always determine the total intensity.Ra m FSR

These intuitive ideas have been applied by utilizing the Cini expression as

depicted in Fig. 33 where the final state and initial state rule prescriptions are

compared.RamISFS In the initial state prescription, appropriate for less than or

equal to half-filled bands, the Cini expression is applied to the entire DOS.

occupied and unoccupied portions. As U increases the occupied DOS self-fold is

distorted upward-by a negative U and the total Auger intensity (shaded area)

decreases. This is in contrast to the final state case. where the distortion is

downward, and-the total intensity is conserved because it is applied only to the

occupied part. The upward distortion in the less-than half-filled case occurs

because the Auger process tends to select those electrons which exist on the same

atom in the initial state.

Let us now go back to the illustration in Fig. 32. The initial state rule

prescription was not derived for these circumstances: the band is greater than half

full. and-it-is applied here to the self-fold of the correlated (plus satellite) DOS.

Thus we should-be highly skeptical of the result. Nevertheless, we see that the

initial state prescription also qualitatively works-on the self-fold of the correlated

DOS (with satellite contributions). Note that the actual AES intensity is much

reduced from the DOS self-fold, as illustrated schematically. When the band is

less-thanhalf-filled. the AES intensity shouldgo to zero in this highly correlated

system (i.e. U > > W). consistent with the initial-state rule-prescription.

Now for the many atom system, an-additional complication arises. because

now the band will not be empty in either the initial-or final state. This introduces
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additional -screening effects. To illustrate this consider the band

cO 192. P icPj.. P mcP m+ 1 .. n' with the orb itals I through m occupied and m_+ I.

through n unoccupied. The initial and final states can then be written as follows:

hole picture ( > half f i lied) ~ electron picture (< half filled)

'Lj:<lsklsom+l..SWn'I <SO1'S2'cPicPj--Pm'l (18)

'LFS: [cPicpicpm+ I1... cn> [lsklSwlcp2 ... cm>,

where cp is an orbital in the f inal- state without a core hole and 'Pi' is an orbital in

the initial state with a core hole. The Auger matrix element <'1r15 [r1 2 -lb'&FS>

then -reduces to the two-particle--matrix elements within-the "orthogonalized final

state rule" approximation:

Klsklr, 12 I[ij <~'j]i~[Iskl > ('19)

where

=i cpi-unocc Sincpn* =i :-Ci* - -2'occ SincPn. (20)

Here-the-sums continue ovier all-of the unoccupied or occupied orbitals

respectively on the left and right-stdc. and the Sin, are the-overlap integrals

<SOLikocp'>, which in perturbation -theory are proportional to 1/(Ei-En).

Within the tight binding approximation, each band orbital can b e expressed

as a-litiear-sumr over the atom ic-orbitals, c~ = mm-cm(n)f m. Furthermore, the

Auger-profile. A(Enm). can-be-given

A(Enm) = 5-L.S.J (L,.J,) A[Enmn, UL,S,J,cl1(n),cl(m)1 (21-)

usi ng the- n otat io n of eq. 6 f or -the Ci ni express ion, whe re we are su mmi ng ove r allI
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multiplets, and the coefficients cl(k) determine the electron density on atom 1

(the one with the core hole) in the orbital n or m. The coefficients I are the

intensity-for each multiplet determined from the atomic Auger matrix elements

and the appropriate coupling coefficients. The hole-hole repulsions depend on

the particular multiplet. Above, eq. 20 accounts for the new effect, core hole

screening, which introduces ,non-orthogonality between the initial and final state

orbitals and-causes dynamic screening effects.

Now consider the case on the left which is more appropriate for the low hole

density limit (the nearly filled band) case. As the band fills, the number of terms

in the sum over the unoccupied orbitals in eq. 20 decreases so that i = CPi.

Furthermore, well below the Fermi level, the Sin coefficients are very small, so

that -i i in any event. This is the origin of the final-state rule which indicates

that the line shape reflects the DOS appropriate to the final state. When ;i-

ci. we have the orthogonalized final state rule. which introduces singularity

effects,-also referred to as MND effects in Sec. II.B. On-the other hand. for the

low electron density limit (the-nearly empty band). the sum in eq. 20 approaches

zero only for the nearly empty band. As the band fills, the projection onto the

final state orbitals converts g i ' to wi, so that the final state DOS is still more

appropriate, although that this is so is not as clear. Therefore. in both cases, the

final state DOS is more appropriate.

Both the initial state electron-electron correlation effects and the non-

orthogonality screening effects near the Fermi level tend to make U negative.

Indeed, others have attributed the negative U's to these non-orthogonality

effects.Hill,Jenn I suggest that the effective negative U's exhibited by the

transition metals for less thanhalf-filled bands as shown in Table 2 primarily arise

from electron-electron coupling in the initial state, although non-orthoganality

effects-could also be playing a significant role.RamISFS
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Negative U effects have also-appeared in other systems. The -;rr Auger

contribution for the benzene molecule shows an upward distortion.RamISFS It is

believed this arises because the total - band (bonding plus antibonding) is half

filled in benzene and hence a negative U is appropriate within the initial state

rule. Ramaker also has shown that the ir r contribution arising from the

reconstructed clean diamond surface within Pandey's ir-bonded chain model can

be explained by a negative U, which strongly reduces the ir- contribution vs. the

c- - coming from the surface. Ramdia Finally, some very interesting correlation

effects have been observed-in core EELS spectra for Ti and V metals which

suggest similar effects.Erickson

We can summarize th,,e intuitive discussions as follows:

a) The final state (i.e. ground state for CVV processes) DOS is the most

appropriate one in nearly all cases.

b) It is best to use the uncorrelated DOS, or the correlated DOS but without

the satellite contributions. Agreement on which of these is best has not yet been

obtained.

c) For nearly filled bands, the Auger profile apparently reflects the multiplets

from hole-hole coupling in the final state that gives the usual positive U's.

For significantly less than half-filled bands, the Auger profile reflects the

multiplets of the electrons in the initial state, that gives negative U's in the usual

sense.

d) The initial state determines the-total intensity in all cases. For less than

half filled bands, electron-electron coupling is critical to determining this

intensity.

It seems clear that much more rigorous work is required to sort out these

complicated correlation and screening effects for initially unfilled bands. We

anticipate much more work in this critical area in the near future.
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h. Degenerate Bands

The problem of degenerate bands also needs to be considered. Cini has

applied the BLA theory along with the full multiplet and intermediate spin-orbit

coupling theory, without further simplifying assumptions, to the C KVV line shape

of graphite.cinigraP The theoretical line shape he obtained was amazingly similar

to that obtained empirically by Houston et al., who ignored-the multiplet

decomposition and applied the Cini expression directly to the full ss(1S), sp(1S +

3S), and pp(1S + ID + 3P) contributions.Housgrap It seems clear that if the

correlation effects are not too dramatic, the-same 2s + IL multiplets arising from

different bands decouple, and the bands can be treated independently (e.g. the

ss(iS) and pp(IS) multiplets-decouple). Furthermore for small U's, the different

2s+ 1L multiplets arising from the same band apparently can be averaged together

to give an effective ss,sp, and pp contribution (e.g. the IS and ID multiplets from

the pp contribution can be summed before applying the Cini expression). It is not

clear from Cini's work whether the large non-spherical effects present in-graphite

were taken into account.

Although-the theoretical, line shapes obtained by Cini and Houston et-al.

were-nearly the same, the resultant U's were very different. Houston et al. found

U's of 0.6, 1.5-,and 2.2 ev for the pp, rp, and err components (in a slightly different

procedure Ramaker et al.Ramhydc obtained-the values in Table 3 namely 0, 1, and

2 eV), while Cini found values of 5.5, 11, and 11 eV. What can account for these

dramatically different U's but with the same line shape? One possible

explanation may involve the normalization and/or selection-of the individual
components of q*qoused i n-eq, 6, Examination-of eq. 6-reveals that-different

normalizations of these components results in-different values of DU, for the

same distortion. Therefore, Cini's multiplet expansion-may give different U

values because he included different 2s+ IL multiplet components, whereas
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Houston et al utilized just the 3 (rr. rp, and pp) components. The DU's reported

in Table 3 are interpreted as Uegg-Uegg', i.e. appropriate for group or cluster

orbitals as discussed above, and the values obtained by Houston et al are

reasonable in this context. I am not certain what the U's reported by Cini

represent? Furthermore. it is not clear from Cini's paper whether he included the

two-center hole-hole repulsions. U 12. and these obviously have a signficant effect

on DU. The original Cini expression ignored all U12'swithin the Hubbard model

(eq. 6). In any event, more theoretical work needs to be done here to

fundamentally understand the U parameters obtained for highly covalent systems.

Molecules

The application of the Cini expression to the empirical DOS for molecules

is another approximation requiring further justification. This is problematic since

the empirical DOS contain the vibrational broadening which has nothing to do

with the correlation problem. However. vibrational broadening is also present in

the empirical DOS for solids: it just is not as evident since banding effects

dominate. Extended-covalent solids contain banding effects which also do not

dictate the -correlation. To illustrate this, let us compare the DOS for benzene

with that for graphite. The local sp2 bonding around each C atom is essentially

the same and this is-reflected in the similar gross features in the DOS as shown in

Fig. 6. The small differences arise because vibrationaleffects dominate in

benzene while banding-effects (i.e. second, third etc nearest neighbor

interactions) dominate-for graphite. However, the principal correlation effects

are determined b\ LIe local bonding. Thus neither the extended banding effects

in graphite nor vibrational effects in benzene (both broaden-the major DOS

features)-determine the correlation distortion. It has-been shown that the Cini

expression mimics the effects of a configuration interaction for molecules. Thus.

we intuitively expectithat the-Cini expression has comparable validity for
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molecules and covalent solids. This is true provided the separation. AE. between

the moleculai levels is small compared with the vibrational broadening. &V. This

does appear to be true for the molecules such as benzene. hexane. and larger

molecules, but may not be appropriate for ethylene, etc. involving three or less

carbon atoms. In these smaller molecules, multiplets are also more important, so

that this approach is certainly not completely satisfactory for these small

molecules.

We know that the Cini expression will continue to be used on a wide variety

of systems; even in the event of some progress in developing a theory for unfilled

and degenerate bands. But much further work is needed to learn of its limitations

and validity for a wider variety of materials.

F. Expanding the Applications

Most Auger line shape interpretations to date have been on homogeneous

solids, molecules, or at least on well characterized surfaces. And most

interpretation schemes in the-past require a one-electron DOS. which is then

utilized to generate a self-fold for insertion into the Cini expression. The DOS

are normally obtained empirically asdescribed above. But the future will demand

a study of more complex practical systems. Recent examples of Auger line shape

interpretations on more complex systems include studies of explosives 3 4 5 ' 3 4 6

semiconductors such as TCNQ 34 7 , conducting polymers such as Fe-doped

polyacetylene and polypyrroles, 48 electrode surfaces, 34 9 .3 5 0 metal

clusters, 3 5 1,3 5 2 petroleum shales.35 3 sputtered stainless steel-carbon composite

layers.3 5 4 C implanted metals for hardening purposes, 3 5 5 surface

segregation. 3 5 6 . 3 5 7 grain-boundary segregation.3 58,359 and-on vanadiumoxide

bronzes (e.g. Na0 .3 3 V2 0 5 )3 60 . Reviews-on the impact of AES-on

technology,361.362 electroplating.3 6 3 and ceramics and glasses.3 64 have been

published recently. As the technology moves-to more complex "engineered"
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inhomogeneous materials such as multi-elemental alloys, composites. matrices.

high temperature superconductors, and interfaces, AES is going to be increasingly

useful because of its ability to sample a site or element specific local DOS. Thus.

the future of AES is bright, but the theory must advance to be able to handle these

increasingly complex systems. Much work remains to be done.
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Table I Comparison of the atomic Auger intensity ratios for Si CVV and CCV

Auger line shapes (From Ref. Ramsi).

Line shape s/p or si/pp Intensity ratioa Intensity ratiob

KL1 V s/p 0.79 0.75 ==0. 1

KL23V s/p 0.23 0. 3 =i 0. 1

* L I1_223 V s/p 0.64 0. 8 -f 0. 4

L23 VV ss/pp 0.01. 0. 025±-i 0. 00 1

sp/pp 0.10 0.38 ==0.02

KVV ss/pp 0.10 0. 15 ==0.02

'Sp/pp 0.48 0.46±=t 0.02

aintensity ratios (e.g. Accs/Accp) obtained from the fit of eq. 6 to the experimental datai.

1 'lntensity ratios (e.g. A css/Accp) obtained from Fig. 8. similar such-plots for the other

Auger -ransi tions.Ramsi. Ram rev Iand from Ref. Babenkov.



Table 2 Summary of satellite intensities in percent.a

k ke-v kv-vv k-VYV

Methane 51 0 12 20 17

Ethane 52 0 12 21 15

Cvclohexane 54 0 8 19 19

Polyethylene 67 3 11 17-21 0

Ethylene 50 2 13 20 15

Benzene 56 1 6 21 16

iFrom Ref. ramhydc.



Table 3 Summary of AU and 6 parameters obtained empirically for the theoretical kvv

line shape,a

Molecule AU (eV) 6 b (eV)

Alkanes CH-CH CH-CC cc-cc CH-CH CH-CC cc-cc

Methane 0 12

Ethane 1 1 0 12 10 10

Cyclohexane 3 3 1.25 9 9 9

Polyethylene 3 3 1.25 0 0 0

Diamond 2. 0

Alkenes _- 7-7r r7_- 7- 7_

Ethylene 2 1 0 9 11 11

Benzene 2 1 0 8 6

Graphite 2 [ 0 0 0 0

aFrom Ref. Ramhyd.

bA positive 6 indicates a shift to higher two-hole binding energy.



Table 4 Comparison of empirical effective U parameters

do do do di d2  d3  d4  d5  d6  d7  d8  d9  d 10

LUepp (eV) as reflected in 0 KVV line shape of metal oxides.a

s02 -M TiO2 MnQ 2  ff203 & ODNi CuO ZnO

10.5 11.3 9.6 5.5 4.8 6.4 5.4 10.5 11.6

GeO,2 BaO Nb20-5  -Cu2,

10.5 11.3 6.1 5.7

AI2-Q3 YO2 -- 2Q3Y 205  Ag2-Q

14.2 3.7 4.3 5.2 7.0

11.7

Uedd (eV) as reflected in metal L23VV line shalpe of elemental metalsb

s& M9 Al & I Y Cr M n EIi,_ fa N _- fu- Z_

-2. -1. 0.5 -0.1 0. 1.2 1.2 4.2 8.0 9.7

aU's originally tabulated and collected by Fuggle.fugg Values empirically obtained as

follows: VxO by Sawatzky and Post,POst Na 2 0 by Barrie and Street. Barri e MgO by

Fuggle.fugg O/Ni b, Salmeron et al.sal m eron Cu 2 0 by Ghijsen.ghijsen Ag 2 0 by Tjeng.

tjeng CuO by Fuggle,fugg and the remaining by Humbert and Deville.d e vill e

bValues obtained by deBoer et al.deboer



FIG U RE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. The S L2 3VV Auger spectrum from Li 2 SO4 powder pressed onto an

In substrate. (From Ref. Ramext)

a) The Auger line shape N(E) with the estimated background EB(E)

utilizing eq. 1.

b) The resultant background subtracted spectrum. A(E), and the

backscattered spectrum. L(E), observed from a 140 eV primary

electron beam incident on the sample. The latter data were taken

with a CMA in the normal mode and are not corrected for the

analyzer transmission distortions.

c) The "true" Auger spectrum, At(E), obtained after deconvoluting

out the electron-loss contributions and correcting for sample and

spectrometer transmission. The solid and dashed lines in both b) and

c) indicate two different estimates of the background and the final

A(E) spectra obtained with these background estimates. These two

spectra give some indication of the uncertainties involved in the line

shape extraction.

Fig. 2. The C KVV Auger line shapes taken in the gas phase for various

carbon molecules as indicated.Rye a l k (From Ref. Ramrev2)

Fig. 3. a) Total one electron DOS (solid line) for cyclohexane determined

empirically-as -descri bed-in the text. Theso(dashed line). PCH (dotted

line), and PCC (dot-dashed line) components, determined as

described in the text. are also shown. The vertical lines indicate the

electron density on any carbon atom for each MO as obtained from a



GAUSSIAN 82 calculation.Gauss The energies of each vertical line

are placed at those obtained empirically from PES data.Bischof

Schematic diagramssalem of four of the molecular orbitals are also

given.

b) XPS and XES data for cyclohexane as utilized to obtain the DOS

in a) above.Mills. Mattson (From Ref. Ramhydc)

Fig. 4. A schematic representation of the potential energy curves of a two-

hole state, one-hole state. and the ground state.Matth e w s The

horizontal axis represents some generalized internuclear axis. The

spread in energy, -n, due to vibronic motion is indicated. (From ref.

Matthews; used with permission)

Fig. 5. Comparison of C2H 6 CKVV experimental (EXP) and theoretical

(THY) spectra as reported by Jennison et al.Jenn The bars indicate

the positions and relative intensities of the vertical electronic

transitions as obtained from theoretical SCF calculations. The

smooth curve was produced by summiwg the Gaussian broadened bars

utilizing a constant width to provide optimal agreement with

experiment. (From Ref. Jenn; used with permission)

Fig. 6. Comparison of the experimental C KVV Auger line shapes (solid

line) obtained from the literature for diamond.Dayan

graphitehousgrap, benzeneSeig ha h n cyclohexane.Ryealk and

polyethyleneDayan with the self-fold of the DOS (dotted iine)

obtained as described in the text. (From Ref. Ramhydc)



Fig. 7. Summary of the variousprocesses giving rise to the total Auger line

shape (From Ref. Ramhydc). Core, VB and CB indicate the core

level. valence band (or filled orbitals), and conduction band (or

empty orbitals) respectively. Spec. (spectator) and part.

(participant) indicate the subsequent fate of the resonantly excited

electron during the Auger process. L.s and f.s. indicate initial-state

and final-state and refer to the state in which the shakeoff event

occurs relative to the Auger decay. N *N and N (N = o- in eq. (6))

refer to the approximate line shape, i.e. either a DOS self-fold, or

just the DOS, with the relative size of &U in the Cini expression (eq.

6) indicated. The resonant satellites occur only under electron

excitation.

Fig. 8. Comparison of the L2 3VV theoretical and experimental atomic

Auger matrix elements, Acll,, for atoms in the 2nd and 3rd rows of the

periodic table (From Ref. ramrevl). Here, Acil , is the matrix

element per filled shell as indicated by eq. 10. and has been

normalized for each atom such that Acpp is 100. The theoretical data

of McguireMcguire (solid line) have been scaled by factors fss = 1.97.

fsp = 1.23. fsd = 1.33. fpd = 1.27, and fdd = 2.06. that from Walters
and BhailaWNB (dashed line) by fss = 1.94, fsp = 1.03. fsd = 1.32.

fpd = 1.24, and fdd = 2.05, to correspond to the Ar (Z = 18) ss and sp

and the Kr (Z=36) sd, pd, and dd experimntal data. The data from

Chen and'CrasemannCNC (qross-hatched symbols) for Ar. Zn and Kr

are unscaled. The crossed symbols for Z = 29 refer to a CI

calculation for Cu.McGuire2



Fig. 9. Comparison of the bandwidth (rnd) with the effective hole-hole

repulsion (Uendnd) for the metals with electron configuration d6 s2

to d 10s2p 2 (from Ref. Ramrev [). Metals with band-like and atomic-

like line shapes are indicated; those between the dashed lines are

"transitional".

Fig. 10. Comparison of the CVV Auger line shapes for the "transitional"

metals as indicated in Fig. 9 with the fold of the one electron DOS.

The vertical bars from Cu and Ag-indicate results from an atomic

calculation. Ex is the core binding energy, Ea the Auger electron

kinetic energy. (From Ref. Ramrevl)

Fig. 11. Illustration of the effective hole-hole repulsions Ue Uebb. and

Uegg (U e = &U in eq. 5)-and the corresponding interaction

parameter. r'. --y, or V for the NO3- anion. GO. BO. and AO refer to

group (or cluster), bond and atomic orbitals. respectively.

Fig. 12. Comparison of the Mg and Al KL 1V and KL2 3V ,pectra for the

metals or alloys indicated. (From Ref. Mgalloys. used with

permission). The horizontal shading for A18 Mg9 2 is an internal

photoemission line which overlaps the Al KLIV spectrum. The

diagonal shaded areas in each case represents roughly the s

contribution to the KLIV line shape. &Z is the difference between

the core charge on the local site versus that on its neighbors assuming

the equivalent cores model.



Fig. 13. Comparison of the Ni L2 3M4 5M4 5 Auger spectra for the alloys

indicated (From Ref. Andrews; used with permission). The outline of

the spectrum for pure Ni has been superimposed on the alloy spectra

to aid comparison.

Fig. 14. The inset in each case show the theoretical Pd DOS calculated within

the Clogston-Wolff model with t = 0.6 (appropriate for the unrelaxed

lattice assumed in the impurity calculations) and t = 0.2 (giving

optimal agreement with the Auger line shape and indicating a lattice

expansion). The Auger profile was calculated using the

corresponding DOS, and hole-hole repulsion parameter, U(IG 4 ).

equal to 3.0 eV. The U values for the other multiplets were obtained

using calculated Slater integrals. Fn , and thejj intermediate coupling

scheme. (From Ref. pdlattic: used with permission)

Fig. 15. Comparison of the experimental Si L2 3 VV Auger line shape for

elemental Si~with the theoretical line shape-obtained utilizing

optimal matrix elements (dashed line) and with the matrix elements

predicted from Fig. 8 (dotted line) (both sets of matrix elements are

given in Table 1). The theoretical fits were obtained with U = 0 in

eq. 6.

Fig. 16. Comparison of the experimental (EXP) Li KVV and Al LVV Auger

line shapes with theoretical results from various levels of

approximation. "BULK" indicates the results obtained from the bulk

theoretical DOS calculated within a self-consistent linear muffin-tin-

orbita! (LMTO) approximation. "FSR" refers to the final state rule

result which accounts for the non-orthogonality between the valence



orbitals in the presence and lack of a core hole. "MND" refers to the

full dynamical results, which includes the singularity factors near the

Fermi level (sometimes also called the "orthogonalized

FSR"Ramfsr). "SURF" refers to the results obtained from a slab

calculation, and thus accounts for surface effects. (From Ref.

almbladh; used with permission)

Fig. 17. a) Comparison of the C KVV experimentalRYealk and theoretical

Auger line shapes for ethylene gas. The various contributions (kvv,

kv-vvv, k-vvv. ke-v, ke-evv) were obtained as described in the text.

(From Ref. Ramhydc)

b) Comparison of the experimental and theoretical Auger line

shapes for ethylene chemisorbed on Ni( 100) at 100 K (7r-bonded

ethylene). The three component (VV. V, *, * *) line shapes

were obtained as described in the text. The relative intensities were

obtained by least squares fit to the experimental data. (From Ref.

Ramethyl).

Fig. 18. a) Comparison of the experimental C KVV line shape for

ethaneRYe a l k with the total theoretical line shape ob.tained as

described in the text.

b) The total theoretical line shape and each of the components as

indicated. (From Ref. Ramhydc)

Fig. 19. C KVV x-ray excited Auger line shapes for ethylene-chemisorbed on

Ni( 100) at 10(K followed by heating to the indicated annealing

temperature as reported by Ramaker et al.Ramethyl



Fig. 20. The Auger spectral shifts as a function of temperature obtained from

the C2 H4 /Ni(100) Auger spectra of Rye et al.Ryeethyl The energy

scale along the left vertical axis is essentially the effective U at 20K,

and the shift from this energy with increasing-temperature, due either

to changing U or changing ionization potential (IP). The right

vertical axis is proportional to the pressure of D2 and is appropriate

for the D2 temperature programmed desorption (TPD) data. The

TPD data reveal that beginning at 300K, the ethylene begins to

dissociate on the Ni surface. (From Ryethyl, used with permission)

Fig. 21.. a) Comparison of the experimental Auger line shape for

polyethylene from, Kelberkelber and Dayan and Pepperdayan with

the theoretical total line shape determined as described in the text.

The components in order of increasing energy are kv-vvv, kvv, ke-vve.

and ke-v. (From Ref. Rampoly)

b) The C KVV Auger line shapes for the H terminateddayan surface

of diamond. The A(E) line shape results after the background

subtraction and deconvolution procedures. The H-terminated line

shape is more representative of the bulk since C-H bonds are more

similar to bulk C-C bonds than the w bonds existing in the-clean

surface. Also shown is a comparison of the H terminated line shape

with the theoretical kvv line shape. The s *s, s *p, and p *p

components have maxima at 248, 258, and 268 eV. respectively.

(From Ref. Ramdia)

Fig. 22. The Si L2 3VV Auger line shape for Pd 4 Si. The insert shows the

calculated Si partial DOS (upper) and its self-fold (lower). The



peaks labeled 'a' through 'e' are assigned in the text. (From Ref.

Bader; used with permission).

Fig. 23. Comparison of the experimental (solid line) Si L23 VV Auger line

shape for the three Ca-silicides indicated, with the self-fold of the

theoretical DOS, Np(E) + 0.3 Ns(E), (dotted line). The factor of 0.3

in front of the s DOS is to account for the reduced ss and sp

components seen in elemental solid Si. Also shown for Ca 2 Si is a

result where the Cini-Sawatzky expression was used to distort the

self-fold with Usp = Uss=3 eV and Upp = 0 eV. (From Ref. casi:

used with permission)

Fig. 24. Comparison of the C KVV dN(E)/dE Auger line shape for the metal

carbides indicated. Note the changing intensity of the shoulder

around 270 eV, and the changing nature of the singlet and triplet

structure around 260 eV. (From Ref. Gutsev; used with permission)

Fig. 25. The 0 KL2 3 L23 Auger spectrum and 0 2p4 DOS for Ag 2 0. The

dotted line shows the experimental 0 spectrum on a two-hole binding

energy scale. The top solid line shows the singlet contribution and

the-bottom the triplet contribution (reduced by a factor of 3) to the 0

2p 4 DOS as calculated using a (Ag 4 0 5 )6- cluster with an 0 atom in

the center. A Lorentzian broadening of 2.4 eV has been applied.

Also shown are the unbroadened states (solid lines) and the multiplet

split atomic states (dashed lines). (From Ref. Tjeng:used with

permission)



Fig. 26. a) Comparison of the experimental L3VV Auger spectra for the

CuX 2 materials.vanderlaan The data for X = Cl and Br were shifted

by - 1.5 and -2.5 eV, respectively, to bring them into registry with that

for X = F. The data for Cl and Br were Gaussian broadened by 2 eV

for clearer comparison with the F data.

b) Comparison of L3 M23 V Auger data for the CuX2 .vanderlaan The

data for X = Cl and Br were shifted by -2.75 and 3 eV for registry with

the F data. The Cl and Br data were broadened by 2 eV.

c) Comparison of L3 VV Auger data for Cu 2 0, CuO,va nderlaan and

Bi(2212) [data reported by Weaver,weaver Hillebrecht,hillebrecht

and Kohikihohikil. No shifts or broadening were performed here.

d) Comparison of L3M2 3 V data for CuCI. Cu and CuC12,.vanderlaan

The data for CuC12 is exactly as in b) above, and the Cu and CuCI

were broadened by 2 eV and placed in registry with that for CuCI2.

(From ref. Ramies)

Fig. 27. Comparison of electron induced (EAES) and positron annihilation

induced (PAES) Cu MVV Auger spectra for Cu(110). The incident

beam energies were 3 KEV and 25 eV for the electron and positron

beam respectively. (From Ref. Weiss; used with permission)

Fig. 28. Comparison of the total Cu L23 M45M4 5 Auger spectrum of

elemental Cu with the Auger photoelectron coincident spectra

(APECS) data in coincidence with the L3 (2P3/2). L2(2p 1/ 2 ). and

L1 (2s) lines; respectively. The AES spectrum is a computer-

generated spectrum in which the multiplet structure is composed

from Lorentzians with a full-width half maximum of 1.6 eV. and



multiplet structure and intensities given by theoretical matrix

elements and then fit to the experimental data. (From Ref. Sawatzky;

used with permission).

Fig. 29. Comparisonof nonresonant photon (XAES) and electron (EAES)

excited Auger data with resonantly excited Auger (DES)

data.Carro l l 02 The dominant peaks are indicated as interpreted by

Sambe and Ramaker.Sambe The vertical lines indicate the expected

peak positions for transitions to states of 0, + as calculated by

Carrol and Thomas. Carroll02

Fig. 30. The effective spin polarization. Peff. (defined as in the text) and the

M2 3M 45M45 Auger intensity from Fe(100) after appropriate

background subtraction. (From Ref. Spaes: used with permission)

Fig. 31. a) Angle resolved Oxygen KVV Auger spectra for CO co-adsorbed

with K on Ru(001) taken at the polar angles. 0. indicated.

b) Quantitative evaluation of the peak intensity for peak 4 (the

4a1-.b 1 transition) in comparison with model calculations assuming

different tilt angles of the CO molecules with respect to the surface.

Fig. 32. LATTICE -An illustration of a ferromagnetic lattice with a low

density of minority spins leading to a metallic system.

DOS and PES - The schematic total DOS and occupied DOS.

PES *PES -The self-convolution of the PES.

AES -The expected Auger spectrum which only has contributions

from those states with two electrons per atom.



ISR - a schematic illustration of the application of the Initial State

Rule prescription described in the text and illustrated in Fig. 33.

(Top'5 panels after Ref. Sawatzky).

Fig. 33. Schematic illustration of the final (FS) and initial (IS) state rules

applied to a single-band rectangular DOS, N(E), with greater and

less than half-filled valence bands, respectively. The DOS self-fold

N *N and the Cini distorted self-fold, C(N *N), are also indicated.

The cross hatched areas show the occupied portions of N and N *N,

and the resultant Auger line shape in C(N *N). (After Ref. Ramisfs).
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